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Foreword
red24’s 2013 Threat Forecast aims to outline and explain a number of key issues that we believe will have an impact
on the political and security environment in various regions in the year ahead. The forecast for 2013 looks at 23 specific
concerns across the Americas, Asia, Europe (including Russia), the Middle East, North Africa, and Sub-Saharan Africa. In
addition, we have included an upcoming events calendar, and a focused assessment of the global risks of kidnapping and
piracy, with analysis on how these threats are expected to develop in 2013.
Across much of Mexico and Central America, the prolific and highly violent drug trade continues to be one of the key
threats to security and stability. This landscape is characterised by high levels of violence, as gangs battle both the
authorities and each other to protect their highly lucrative revenue streams. Elsewhere in the Americas region, peace talks
between the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) are a positive
development in the decades-long conflict, although there are concerns that demobilised militants may increasingly turn to
criminal activities. The ailing health of Venezuelan president, Hugo Chavez, threatens to raise the spectre of political
instability for the South American nation, while rising discontent over economic issues in Argentina could lead to
increased civil unrest. In Asia, tensions between China and Japan escalated in 2012 over sovereignty claims to a remote
group of islands in the East China Sea. While outright conflict is not expected between the two nations, nationalistic
rhetoric is likely to persist through 2013 and could elevate tensions sporadically. In South Asia, Pakistan will hold elections
in early 2013; the risk of violence during this period is high, and comes amid a myriad of persistent security issues,
including terrorism and sectarian tensions. Through 2012, the historically authoritarian state of Myanmar began
introducing a raft of political reforms, which have posed a number of challenges for authorities; in addition, ethnic and
religious tensions continue to result in violence in various states and such issues are expected to persist in 2013. In
Europe, the sovereign debt and banking crisis and associated social unrest will continue to dominate the region’s
political and economic landscape in 2013. Ongoing EU-wide efforts to manage the crisis via austerity and structural
reforms in 2013 will be met with continued opposition by civic organisations and trade unions, particularly in the hardesthit states of Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal. Meanwhile, Russia, buoyed by a strong economy, continues to extend and
exert its influence in the Former Soviet Union (FSU) states.
In the Middle East and North Africa, the ramifications of the Arab Spring continue to be felt across the region, although
more so in Syria where anti-government protests have now degenerated into a sustained civil war. Although the possibility
of a coup against al-Assad exists, neither internal regime change nor external involvement by the international community
is likely to bring about a quick resolution. Meanwhile, Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula emerged as a major terrorist operating area
after local Bedouin and Palestinian Islamist extremists took advantage of the political upheaval to establish themselves in
the region; despite a number of security operations in 2012 to eradicate the threat, the risk of such groups
conducting attacks against Egyptian, Western and Israeli interests persists. In Libya, the fall of the Muammar al-Gaddafi
regime exposed the country’s significant racial, tribal, religious and political differences, and balancing these elements
will remain a challenge for the government in 2013, as a constitution and fresh elections are prepared. To the south, Mali
endured a significant amount of upheaval in 2012 when the democratically elected government was toppled in a military
coup; this instability also allowed militant groups to take control of the north of the country. While the south has
subsequently stabilised, a proposed military intervention to retake the north by the Malian military and Economic
Community of West African states (ECOWAS) troops could lead to a deterioration in the security environment across the
country. In Kenya, general elections are to be held in March 2013, the first since the 2007 ballot, which led to the
widespread outbreak of politically and ethnically motivated violence; as Kenya experienced frequent and often protracted
outbreaks of communal violence in 2012, the risk of similar incidents around the election period remains a notable
concern.
These, and a number of other issues outlined in the forecast, are expected to impact on the security environment in 2013.
We hope you find the report useful and constructive in preparing for and mitigating risks in the year ahead.
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Americas

Mexico: Efforts by Mexico’s new
president, Enrique Pena Nieto, to
reduce the pervasive threat posed by
drug cartels are unlikely to result in a
significant reduction of violent crime
in 2013.

Mexico
Venezuela: The ailing health of
incumbent president, Hugo Chavez,
holds significant implications for the
future stability of the country.

Venezuela

Colombia

Colombia: Peace talks between FARC
and the Colombian government are a
positive development; however, FARCrelated conflict and criminal activity are
expected to persist.

Argentina: Popular discontent with
the policies of the president has
led to a number of well-supported
public protests. Such gatherings are
expected to increase in frequency
and intensity in 2013.
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Brazil

Argentina

Brazil: The government is expected
to continue its policy of pacifying
gang-affected areas in Rio de Janeiro
and Sao Paulo ahead of the 2014
FIFA World Cup.
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Mexico: 2013 drug war forecast
Levels of violence associated with ongoing conflict between rival drug cartels, and between these groups and the
country’s security forces, remained high last year, as outlined in our 2012 Threat Forecast. The situation is not expected
to improve significantly in 2013, but the extent and geographical spread of the violence remain contingent on three key
factors: incumbent president Enrique Pena Nieto’s national security policy; infighting within the major cartels; and how the
relationships between the various cartels develop during the year.
President Pena Nieto has stated that he plans to reduce overall violence by 50 percent in 2013, and has indicated that
he will do so by continuing to employ an aggressive approach. Specifically, he aims to increase the military’s focus on
countering violent crime and has proposed the creation of a national gendarmerie to bolster the offensive. Although these
proposed changes are unlikely to come into effect quickly – perhaps not at all in 2013 – the continued use of an
aggressive approach in battling the cartels will likely lead to persistent violent confrontations throughout 2013, as the
cartels attempt to protect their revenue streams.
Nevertheless, the persistence of the government’s offensive will continue to disrupt the dynamics within the cartels. As
illustrated in the past, the arrest or death of a high-ranking cartel figure has the potential to spark increased
infighting as rivals within the organisation battle for control. Although such internal power struggles are highly likely as
a result of disruptions caused by Pena Nieto’s hardline approach, the greatest driver of violence in Mexico in 2013 will
remain conflict between rival cartels. It is anticipated that the Sinaloa cartel and Los Zetas will remain the two dominant
groups in the country. The Sinaloa cartel is expected to maintain its stronghold over Baja California, Baja California Sur,
Sonora, Sinaloa and Chihuahua; however, it will still have to fend off small-scale incursions by remnants of the Juarez
Cartel and Beltran Leyva Organisation in these areas. Los Zetas meanwhile will face a comparatively tougher year. The
organisation will continue to be challenged by the Gulf Cartel, despite that group’s loss of high-ranking figures, in the
north eastern states of Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas. Los Zetas will also need to regroup in 2013 following the
death of long-standing leader, Heriberto Lazcano, in October 2012. A development to watch in 2013 will be the rumoured
establishment of an anti-Zetas drug cartel, Los Legionarios, led by former members of the group and some Gulf Cartel
elements. This group may further complicate cartel dynamics in north eastern Mexico.
The main cartel-related issue in 2013 may prove to be the spread of the violence into the interior areas of the country.
States such as Zacatecas, San Luis Potosi, Nayarit, Guanajuato, Jalisco, Colima, Michoacan, Morelos and Puebla have
not been immune to violence in recent years; however, the number of disparate groups vying for control of trafficking
routes through these states is a worrying presage of the violence that may come. The level of conflict in a particular area
is partly linked to the number of powerful organised crime groups battling for control. This means that the strengthening of
groups, such as Cartel de Jalisco Nuevo Generacion (CJNG) and Knights Templar, indicates a likely increase in violence
in the interior states, where these groups operate. The growth of smaller groups also points to a possible move away
from the bipolarization that has characterised the cartel landscape since 2010; as CJNG and others expand and grow in
strength, there is less of an incentive to rely on support from either the Sinaloa or Los Zetas cartels.

Expected impact of drug-related violence in 2013
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As drug trafficking revenue
streams continue to be
challenged by security forces
and rival cartels, organised
crime groups will also continue
to diversify their activities in
2013. Among these,
kidnapping and human
trafficking will persist. Business
establishments in affected
areas will also continue to face
the risk of extortion; smallscale bombings are
increasingly used against
non-compliant businesses as
a form of intimidation (also to
competitors and the local
security forces) and there
exists the possibility that such
attacks will become more
brazen in 2013.
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Colombia: Peace with FARC in the year ahead?
Peace talks between the Colombian government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) are set to
continue in 2013. The initial stages of talks took place from 18 October to 19 November 2012, after which FARC
announced a two-month ceasefire. However, although the number of attacks against security forces and state
infrastructure initially declined, the conflict has not abated. Furthermore, on 1 November 2012, the Colombian government
announced plans to increase the size of the military over a two-year period, showing initial indications that they hold little
faith in a negotiated settlement. Compounding the issue is that there are few credible vocations for demobilised militants,
and that the armed forces arguably have an interest in the continued conflict. Nevertheless, a peace agreement should
not be ruled out entirely. The fact that FARC and the government have entered dialogue in a seemingly meaningful and
conciliatory fashion is promising.

Main operational areas of FARC in Colombia

However, should a peace agreement be reached in 2013,
it is unlikely that the security situation in the country will
improve significantly during the year. For one, it is
implausible that FARC will cease all illicit activities and the
group’s involvement in illegal mining and the drug trade will
continue to compromise security in the country. An
additional concern is the unity of FARC’s fronts. It remains
entirely possible that some of the more independent
groupings will continue to operate as per usual, despite a
peace settlement led by the central leadership. Parallels
can be drawn between FARC’s proposed demobilisation
and that of the right-wing paramilitary United Self-Defense
Forces of Colombia (AUC) in the early 2000s. The
demobilisation of AUC gave rise to several organised crime
groups (known today as criminal bands or bacrims), which
are now well resourced and prone to using violence to
protect their revenue. A demobilisation of FARC raises the
same concerns, particularly as the group has increasingly
focused on illegal economic activities in recent years and
less on adherence to its ideological aims.
Given the early stages of the peace talks and the challenges
associated with a peace settlement, a continuation of FARC
activity in 2013 is likely. As in previous years, this will
include small-scale attacks on security forces and state
infrastructure, involvement in illegal mining and the drug
trade, as well as extortion. FARC activity will continue to
take place predominantly in rural areas and smaller towns.

Source: Map adapted from Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection (University of
Texas at Austin)

Argentina: Political instability and
economic woes
Towards the end of 2012, popular discontent
with the policies of President Cristina
Fernandez de Kirchner led to a number of
well-supported public protests. Such
gatherings are expected to increase in
frequency and intensity in 2013. This poses
the greatest political challenge to Fernandez
since widespread protests curtailed an
agricultural tax reform she proposed in 2008,
and raises concerns about the country’s
longer-term political and economic stability.
Fernandez is currently struggling to contain
high rates of inflation and a shortage of
foreign capital. These are not new challenges
for an Argentinean president, but the absence
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of seemingly responsible monetary and fiscal policies, and the lack of investor confidence in the country’s regulatory
environment, have led to concerns that the economic situation is likely to deteriorate further in the coming year. An
economic crisis of the magnitude experienced in Argentina in 2001 and 2002 is not anticipated; however, a deteriorating
economy will likely galvanise labour unions and civil society into anti-government protests in 2013. As witnessed in the
latter half of 2012, these gatherings will continue to be characterised by anti-Fernandez sentiment. They will ostensibly
continue to be led by the country’s largest labour union, the General Confederation of Labour (CGT). Whether in
co-operation with labour unions or not, civil society groups and activists will also likely continue to air general
dissatisfaction with the Fernandez administration by taking to the streets. Such protests are usually well supported; on
one occasion in September 2012, as many as 200,000 people gathered for a demonstration in the capital, Buenos Aires.
Amid widespread economic discontent, there have also been rumours that Fernandez is seeking to amend the
constitution to allow for a third term in office. This was met with disapproval from the growingly disillusioned electorate.
Whether Fernandez will be able to push through this amendment will be dependent on the outcome of a partial legislative
election, which is expected to be held sometime in 2013. The legislative ballot is likely to be held early in the year, before
the economy worsens and before the currently divided opposition has a chance to galvanise. The two-thirds majority
required to pass a constitutional amendment is not anticipated, but politicking ahead of the vote could exacerbate public
discontent and generate protests.

Venezuela: Instability in a post-Chavez scenario?
The security outlook for Venezuela in 2013 will be heavily influenced by the health
of President Hugo Chavez. Despite his diagnosis with cancer in 2011, Chavez has
exhibited an unwillingness to loosen his grip on the Venezuelan polity. He made
this evident by contesting the results of the 7 October 2012 presidential election
and subsequently claiming victory. However, reports emerged in December 2012
that Chavez had undergone further cancer-related surgery and that his health had
deteriorated significantly. Although the Venezuelan government has downplayed
reports of his declining health, it is becoming increasingly clear that his ability to
lead the country has been compromised. Although the Venezuelan constitution
makes allowances for a scenario where Chavez is unable to govern, there are
concerns that his death could lead to a significant period of political instability. If
Chavez dies or is unable to govern during 2013, snap elections will be held, which
would see Chavez’s United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) significantly
weakened in the face of an invigorated opposition.
The possibility of an opposition electoral victory may prompt those who have
directly benefited from the PSUV’s rule to instigate some form of political
intervention to circumvent an election. The primary threat will likely stem from the
Venezuelan military, which may orchestrate a coup to ensure that a pro-military
government remains at the political helm. Over the past 14 years, elements within
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez
the military and pro-Chavez militias have accrued considerable benefit from the
Chavez presidency and are unlikely to easily relinquish their privileged positions. A coup immediately following Chavez’s
death remains a possibility. Agitation by pro-Chavez militias and civil society groups should also be expected during this
period, particularly as such groups have previously used violence to achieve their aims. Such developments would elicit a
significant response from the opposition, and could lead to increased agitation, instability and, possibly, a popular
uprising. However, in the event of Chavez’s death, the degree of political instability will be dependent on how the
transition process is managed by the political elite, and by both state and non-state armed groups. At the very least,
politically motivated rallies and protests should be expected, while widespread unrest and an associated increase in
insecurity are also possible.

Brazil: The balancing act of battling the gangs
Brazil will continue to face the challenges of gang-related violence in major cities in 2013. The street gang culture in Rio
de Janeiro and Sao Paulo in particular is pervasive and accounts for the high homicide rates and persistence of crime. It
is anticipated that the year will see the state and federal security apparatus intensify operations to secure strategic areas
of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo ahead of the 2014 FIFA World Cup. These will be conducted in an effort to reassure
sceptics that the country is a safe host venue, and also to minimise the actual threat of related violence during the
tournament. As proven in 2012, the offensives are a balancing act; with excess force, drug groups and gangs will
retaliate, but with too little force, the operations will be unsuccessful. This dichotomous paradigm was evident in the
country’s two most populous cities in 2012; while Rio de Janeiro saw a decrease in levels of gang-related violence, rates
thereof increased significantly in Sao Paulo in the latter half of the year.
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In Rio de Janeiro, violent crime levels dropped in 2012, with some sources reporting the lowest homicide rate since 1991.
This development was largely attributed to a programme aimed at improving the security environment by pacifying the
notoriously violent lower-income areas (favelas) in the city. This security model, which has been implemented by Brazil’s
Unidade de Policia Pacificadora (Pacifying Police Units or UPPs), involves an offensive by military and police units to
flush drug gangs from a particular favela, followed by the installation of a UPP command post, with the intention of a
long-term police occupation. There were approximately ten additional UPPs established in 2012, increasing the city’s total
to over 28. Operations were largely successful and met little resistance from organised crime groups and gangs.

Homicide rates in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo
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Source: Secretaria de Segurança Pública do Estado de São Paulo www.seguranca.sp.gov.br and Secretaria de Segurança do Estado do Rio de Janeiro www.isp.rj.gov.br

Sao Paulo fared less well in 2012. Although exact figures are disputed, it is acknowledged that there was a significant
increase in the number of homicides. The violence, which some say rose 50 percent from 2011 levels, was worst in the
latter half of 2012 and increasingly involved targeted killings of police personnel. The increase has been almost wholly
blamed on an escalation in confrontations between the Sao Paulo state police and the Primeiro Comando da Capital
(PCC) or First Capital Command, a drug and criminal gang commanded by inmates from within the prison system. This
followed an operational shift by security forces in mid-2012 to take a more aggressive approach towards the PCC.
Although the police claimed the spike in violence was not a product of its strategy, the PCC claimed that a truce, allegedly
in place since 2006, had been broken, validating its attacks on police targets. Nevertheless, the violence left numerous
people dead, including a number of civilians.
The events in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in 2012 serve as a reminder of the challenges facing security forces ahead
of the World Cup. Recognising when organised crime groups will aggressively defend their territory and revenue streams
will remain a crucial component of security force strategy in 2013. In Rio de Janeiro, concerns persist regarding the lack
of police resources and security force corruption, which could ultimately prompt the failure of the UPP model; however, in
Sao Paulo, a new security approach will be needed to mitigate the ongoing PCC threat and associated violence.
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Asia

Kazakhstan: The country faces
several security challenges in 2013,
including growing anti-government
sentiment, possible presidential
succession and increasing acts of
terrorism.

China and Japan: Tensions over a
disputed island chain have increased
nationalist rhetoric between China
and Japan. Although open conflict is
assessed as unlikely, protests and
small-scale skirmishes are possible.

Kazakhstan

Japan
China

Pakistan
Pakistan: Elections in 2013 raise
the spectre of politically motivated
violence, and present a further
challenge to the already chronically
insecure state.

Myanmar
Philippines

Myanmar: With the democratic
reform process still in its infancy, the
government faces the challenges of
increased protests and communal
tensions, as well as violence between
the government and separatist
groups in Kachin state.
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Philippines: Despite a peace deal
being signed with one of the
primary separatist groups in
Mindanao, insecurity is set to persist,
and possibly increase, during 2013.
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China and Japan: Dispute over Senkaku/Diaoyu islands fuels tensions
A long-standing territorial dispute between China and Japan was brought to the fore in September 2012 after the
Japanese government purchased three islands in the East China Sea from a Japanese citizen. The islands in question
form part of a group known in China as the Diaoyu islands and in Japan as the Senkaku islands. Taiwan, Vietnam and the
Philippines have also made territorial claims to these islands; however, the main dispute exists between China and Japan
(the latter of which currently controls them). Although the total area of the islands is only 7km², they are strategically
significant, straddling important shipping routes and rich fishing grounds. More importantly, the islands and surrounding
waters are believed to contain considerable natural gas and oil deposits.
The islands remain a focal point for antagonistic relations between the states and neither is publicly willing to compromise
on the issue. However, despite the fiery rhetoric from both sides, China and Japan remain important trading partners and
open conflict does not appear imminent. While Japan is more likely to pursue a resolution through channels of diplomacy
and international law, China, despite its military superiority, is unlikely to evoke the US-Japan security treaty. The treaty
obliges the US to defend Japanese territory should it be attacked by a third party. However, the rhetoric is viewed, in part,
as an attempt to generate nationalist fervour to divert attention away from economic issues, which are plaguing both
nations. Moreover, China’s claims to the islands are also seen within the context of its desire to display its growing
economic and military power to the world. To this end, in September 2012, China commissioned its first aircraft carrier, the
Liaoning, signalling its intent to join the US, UK and France in becoming the fourth state in the world to have a blue-water
navy, a term generally used to describe a maritime force capable of operating across large expanses of ocean. In
addition, the country carried out numerous live-ammunition military drills in the vicinity of the disputed islands during 2012,
not only showing its growing capability as a maritime power, but also demonstrating its ability to launch operations and
physically ‘defend’ its territorial claims in the East China Sea, should the need arise.

Location of disputed islands

Source: Map adapted from Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection (University of Texas at Austin)

Although the risk of open warfare over the
islands is unlikely in 2013, this does not
preclude the threat of small-scale
skirmishes between military, fishing and/
or exploration vessels in the surrounding
waters. Should such skirmishes occur,
a military build-up in the vicinity of the
islands, particularly from China, should be
anticipated as each state aims to assert
its historical claim. Nevertheless,
antagonistic rhetoric and statements from
both sides are likely to be made
throughout the course of the year. These
are expected to prompt sporadic
escalations in tensions over the issue and
could result in nationalist protests and
demonstrations in both countries. Apart
from associated street violence, these
could also include attacks and vandalism
against property and businesses of the
rivalnation.

Kazakhstan: Growing security challenges
With its vast oil reserves, strong ties to Russia, China and the US, and one of the strongest economies in the region,
Kazakhstan is of considerable geostrategic significance in Central Asia. However, a number of emerging threats have
the potential to negatively impact on the stability and security environment of the state in the long-term. Although these
issues, including growing anti-government sentiment and terrorism, do not pose an existential crisis in the short-term, they
do point to a growing frustration with the regime that could translate into a more severe challenge in the future.
Political succession remains a significant domestic issue in Kazakhstan, which has been ruled by Nursultan Nazarbayev
since the country gained independence from the former Soviet Union in 1991. Although the government has taken
measures to address this concern by promoting Prime Minister Karim Masimov to head of the presidential administration
in September 2012, there are strong historical precedents to suggest that the departure of such a long-serving president could result in a temporary, albeit highly disruptive, power vacuum. Indeed, these concerns are particularly acute
in Kazakhstan, where political dissent is rigorously quashed and political opposition is weak. Should Nazarbayev resign,
become incapacitated or die (scenarios which are possible in 2013 in light of his recent medical concerns), the impact on
the country could be significant.
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Furthermore, 2012 saw an escalation in public opposition towards the regime,
including a spike in unsanctioned political rallies. These largely focused on
allegations of fraudulent parliamentary elections, the detention of journalists and
the deaths of 16 people in December 2011 in a labour-related protest during which
police opened fire on demonstrators. Although the majority of protests numbered
no more than a few thousand participants, they served to underscore the growing
frustration with the government, in a country where demonstrations are usually
tightly controlled or banned altogether.
Another emerging security issue is the increasing incidence of terrorism. The
country has experienced a number of small-scale attacks since 2011, and 2012
also witnessed two significant violent attacks in border regions. These incidents
were blamed on Islamist extremists and left 25 people dead. In response, Kazakh
security forces carried out several anti-terrorist operations, arresting dozens of
suspects. The government also moved to ban ‘extremist’ websites and register all
religious groups. Such moves were aimed at maintaining the country’s reputation
Kazakhstan President Nursultan
as a relatively risk-free and harmonious nation. However, there are accusations
Nazarbayev
that Kazakhstan used its well-publicised counter-terrorism campaign to mask other
domestic security shortfalls, in particular, the risk of crime, which reportedly increased by 50 percent between January
and September 2012. The government’s hardline reaction to religious extremism may well have the opposite effect and
serve to boost opposition, both peaceful and armed, to the government in the near-term.

Pakistan: Elections and anticipated political violence
Pakistan is scheduled to hold parliamentary elections early in 2013; should these conclude successfully, it will mark the
first time in Pakistan’s history that a civilian government will have completed a full five-year term under the 1973
constitution. Nevertheless, the election and its outcome are unlikely to significantly alter the current stability or security
environment in the state, which remain poor. A spike in politically motivated violence during and immediately after the
election period is anticipated.
Due to the localised, federal nature of politics, small parties, which have little chance of success on the national level, will
be competing fiercely for power at the local level and it is realistic to anticipate election-related violence. Such
competition for power at the local level regularly degenerates into violence, as evidenced by the numerous politically
motivated targeted killings in Karachi in 2012. In the first five months of the year, there were approximately 600 homicides
in Karachi alone, most of which are believed to be linked to local political rivalries and disputes. In addition, election rallies
throughout the country have often become violent, with numerous incidents of gunmen opening fire indiscriminately on
participants, thereby inflaming tensions and heightening the threat of reprisal attacks. Although the risk of politically
motivated violence is pervasive across the country, there are a number of potential hotspots. These include Balochistan
and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), where separatists and Islamist militants have denounced the
government and elections as illegitimate. Likewise, the chronically insecure and sprawling metropolis of Karachi, with its
18 million inhabitants and multitude of parties that are divided along ethnic, linguistic and religious lines, is likely to see
elevated levels of violence. However, despite this threat around the election period, it is unlikely to affect the stability of
the state in 2013. Current indications are that the post-election government will be a coalition, and thus be unlikely to
make major policy changes, due in part to the consensus-building nature of coalition politics. Nevertheless, should the
new government take actions perceived as threatening to the privileged status the military enjoys, there is a threat of
a coup from the armed forces. Such a scenario occurred most recently in 1999 under General Pervez Musharraf. Any
destabilising moves by the military are likely to be met with significant opposition from the judiciary, thus setting the stage
for possibly long-term institutional instability.
Apart from the political landscape, Pakistan faces a number
of social, economic and security challenges that are unlikely
to significantly improve in 2013. The incoming government
must deal with the myriad of militant Islamist and separatist
groups, tackle widespread poverty, high and rising crime
levels, endemic corruption, chronic power and fuel shortages
and simmering sectarian tensions. Individually, none of these
issues are likely to result in the collapse of the new
government, but together they do negatively affect public
sentiment and undermine the government’s ability to bring
about tangible change. Thus, the chronic instability and
numerous security concerns, including political violence,
terrorism and militant activity, are likely to persist throughout
2013.
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Myanmar: Political transition amid a myriad of security and political challenges

Prominent opposition leader and democracy activist, Aung
San Suu Kyi

The military-dominated government in Myanmar introduced a
raft of political reforms in 2011 and 2012 that began the
process of transition to a more open and democratic state.
The administration also introduced a number of progressive
measures, which included the release of pro-democracy
leader Aung San Suu Kyi after 15 years of house arrest; the
establishment of the Myanmar National Human Rights
Commission; the implementation of general amnesty for
several hundred political prisoners; the institution of new
labour laws legalising unions and strikes, and the relaxation
of press censorship. Although the measures bode well for
long-term political stability and are a positive starting point in
the country’s transition, there are several security challenges
that threaten the medium-term stability of the state. These
include a rise in politically motivated protest action, ongoing
communal and religious tensions (that frequently result in
violence), and persistent conflict in a number of northern and
eastern states.

Protest action, so long supressed in Myanmar, has flourished in light of the government’s relaxation of authoritarian laws.
Such protests, primarily over economic concerns and labour disputes, are likely to increase further in 2013 as citizens
exercise their new-found rights. The government’s approach to date has been to allow demonstrations to proceed.
Indeed, no major incidents of violence or suppression have been reported. However, should the government fail to
address the grievances, as well as those from opposition political and activist groups, protest activity may escalate and
result in the restoral of past heavy-handed tactics to control public order and suppress opposition.
Social and religious unrest, previously suppressed by security forces, also have the potential to escalate in 2013 and
undermine the balance of the state. In 2012, a series of clashes between Buddhist Burmese and Muslim Rohingya in
Rakhine state left over 180 people dead and tens of thousands displaced. The government’s approach to the violence
has been underwhelming and further ethnic/religious conflict is likely in the near-term should the government not
introduce effective policies to deal with tensions between the country’s approximately 130 ethnic groups.
The authorities in Myanmar have been engaged in low-level conflict with separatist and ethnic movements for over 50
years, primarily in the northern Kachin state. Although a process of political engagement by the government in 2012 led
to numerous peace agreements, one of the foremost armed groups in the conflict, the Kachin Independence Army (KIA),
has yet to sign any agreements after a 17-year-old peace deal collapsed in July 2011. The KIA, possibly sensing the
state’s appetite for open conflict had decreased, escalated attacks on government targets in Kachin in 2012, despite talks
between the group and the government in October 2012 regarding a possible ceasefire. The conflict has historically been
restricted to Kachin and is unlikely to spread to other areas of the country, given that the majority of ethnic Kachins reside
in that state. Thus, although likely to remain localised, red24 does not anticipate a significant improvement in the conflict
in 2013.

Philippines: The peace deal and persistent violence in the south
The historic peace deal signed in December 2012 between the Philippine government and the Islamist separatist group,
Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), bodes well for attempts to obtain peace in the restive Mindanao region. However,
the deal is not undisputedly accepted and a number of elements, including Islamist rebels and splinter factions of MILF,
are opposed to the plan outright or feel that too much has been compromised. These differences may have a negative
impact on the security environment in the south in 2013.
Such groups may attempt to derail the peace deal by attempting to escalate conflict in the south of the country. This may
take the form of attacks on security installations, kidnappings, targeted assassinations or terrorist-style bombings. The
region has already seen several attacks following the signing of the agreement, as Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters
(BIFF), a recent MILF splinter group, attempted to establish themselves in the south east of Mindanao. Clashes between
rebels and security forces, low-level bombings and targeted killings have continued to take place. In 2013, attacks are
expected to persist and may increase in frequency and or intensity; however, the majority of instability is expected to be
confined to the south, and will not significantly impact on areas outside of Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago.
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Europe

Russia: Efforts to expand its
influence in former Soviet states likely
to continue in the near-term as the
country seeks to restore its former
prestige.
Europe: The economic crisis and
associated civil unrest affecting the
region is expected to persist in 2013.

Russia

Spain
Turkey

Spain: Social and pro-separatist
protests will continue while the
threat of a radicalisation of the antigovernment and pro-economic reform
movement is possible.
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Turkey: Government intransigence
towards the Kurd rebellion remains
a major stumbling block towards a
lasting peace.
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Europe: A divided region
Europe’s sovereign debt and banking crisis and associated social unrest will continue to dominate the region’s political
and economic landscape in 2013. Anxiety over an imminent euro collapse and a break-up of the European Union (EU)
has, to some extent, been contained by the initiation of eurozone rescue funds, notably the European Stability Mechanism
(ESM). However, disagreements among European leaders, declining economic performance and the general market
wariness over Europe’s future remain large stumbling blocks to political and financial stabilisation. Politically and
economically, Europe will continue to drift apart with an increasing rift becoming apparent between the northern credit
providers and southern credit receivers, and their opposing views on the EU’s economic recovery strategy. Greece, while
saved from immediate bankruptcy and exclusion from the eurozone in 2012, will require continued financial assistance.
Looming bailouts in Spain (a bank bailout was already approved in December 2012), Cyprus and perhaps Slovenia are
expected to add further political and financial strain, thereby possibly triggering a lengthy renegotiation of the European
fiscal pact.
Despite the persistent economic difficulties, efforts aiming for more EU integration in the form of a banking union and
further EU expansion will continue in 2013. Croatia, following extensive democratic and economic reforms, will become
the union’s 28th member in July 2013. However, top-level ambitions for increased EU integration will contrast with rising
separatist and regional sentiments in parts of Europe, such as Catalonia and Scotland, and growing reluctance among
voters to support pro-EU, pro-austerity parties. The upcoming elections in Italy and Germany in February and September,
respectively, will, in this regard, be a test for Europe’s political and economic course. Austerity-weary Italy has to decide
on a new prime minister following the technocratic government of Mario Monti, which brought some financial stability but
deepened social hardship in the country. The election process and outcome will be indicative of Italy’s willingness to
further pursue the EU’s overriding reform policy. The policy’s primary advocate, German chancellor Angela Merkel, is
likely to be re-elected; however, the focus on the election campaign is expected to curtail Merkel’s ability to firmly direct
EU policy in 2013, particularly with regards to plans of a banking union, further funding for Greece and a possible Greek
debt write-off.
Ongoing EU-wide efforts to manage the crisis via austerity and structural reforms in 2013 will be met with continuing
opposition by civic organisations and trade unions, particularly in the hardest-hit states of Greece, Spain, Italy and
Portugal. Public disillusion with the political elite will attain a more consolidated, but also more radical expression.
Peaceful mass protests and strikes will increasingly be supplemented with targeted disruptive events by relatively small
groups of protesters to ensure media coverage and in turn renewed, albeit brief, focus on their cause. In this regard, the
willingness to risk and tolerate violent confrontations with authorities and police during protest action is expected to
increase, particularly among grassroots and student organisations. Although the intensity and frequency of protests will
differ substantially across Europe, the southern countries of Italy, Greece, Spain and possibly Portugal are expected to
see persistently high levels of coordinated strike and protest action in 2013. Specifically, Spain (see the following article
for more) has experienced a significant proliferation of protest activity as deep-seated anti-government sentiment
pervades large parts of society, manifesting itself in various forms of opposition.

Spain: Growing anti-government activism
Spain’s economic situation is not unlike other struggling EU member states;
nonetheless, public discontent has taken a more varied expression in the country.
2011 and 2012 saw the proliferation of numerous citizen-driven protest groups.
Youth unemployment in Spain is among the highest in the EU; this combined with
rapid economic decline over the past four years has created a large pool of young
activists frustrated by dwindling job opportunities and increasing social insecurity.
Commonly referred to as Indignados, this diverse pool of activists has attained
a certain level of organisation and professionalism, exemplified by the groups
Democracia Real YA and 15-M. Although far from becoming a serious challenge
to Spain’s political establishment, they are able to regularly mobilise large parts of
the population through social media networking.
Dissatisfaction with the government’s handling of the economic crisis has also
fuelled the ever-present issue of decentralisation among Spain’s autonomous
communities, with the economically strongest region, Catalonia, leading the way.
Thousands attend a pro-reform rally in
Catalan nationalism gained significant momentum following pro-independence
Madrid’s Puerta del Sol
protests in the regional capital, Barcelona, in September 2012. Political ambitions
in this direction are, however, likely to be stifled by constitutional hurdles and fears of exclusion from the EU. Nonetheless,
the issue is expected to remain topical in 2013 and further related protests are likely. Madrid and Barcelona are expected
to remain the main centres of protest activity while sector-specific labour strikes are also expected to continue to impact
on the public and private sector and result in transport and business disruptions. A radicalisation of protests, including a
growing willingness among activists to engage in violent confrontations with police, remains a possibility in 2013.
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Russia: Regional ambitions and reversing the losses
Russia’s efforts to re-establish its primacy in Former Soviet Union (FSU) states and re-balance its relationship with the
EU, its biggest trading partner and natural rival for regional influence, have gained significant traction in recent years.
Aided by economic crises and leadership malaise in the EU, as well as US preoccupations elsewhere in the world, this
resurgence has been a consequence of a decade of near-uninterrupted economic growth, fuelled largely by high oil and
gas prices, and an internal reappraisal of Russia’s geopolitical significance. Therefore, as the country prepares to assume
the G-20 presidency in 2013, host the Winter Olympics in 2014, and the FIFA World Cup in 2018, Russia is set to grow
increasingly assertive in extending its political and economic influence in the FSU and beyond in 2013.
Emboldened by his success in seamlessly engineering a third term as president, which began in 2012, Vladimir Putin
is expected to use Russia’s expanding economy, substantial cash reserves and significance as Europe’s main energy
supplier as the country’s principal leverage moving forward. Although Russia’s economic growth trajectory is no longer
exclusively dependent on oil and gas, these industries remain the main generator of state revenues, the country’s biggest
employer, and significantly, the source of Russia’s political patronage system. State-owned companies, particularly
hydrocarbon giants Gazprom (gas) and Rosneft (oil), will remain prominent tools in Russia’s efforts to coerce and cajole
states on its periphery, particularly key energy transit countries, in 2013. Indeed, Russia’s unrelenting efforts to acquire
energy assets, and thus influence, in peripheral countries are only likely to intensify. Ukraine’s state-owned oil and gas
company, Naftogaz, will remain a particular target as that country has stoutly resisted joining the Russia-dominated
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) Customs Union, which includes Belarus, Kazakhstan and, from 2014,
Kyrgyzstan. The commencement of Gazprom’s South Stream pipeline project in late 2012, which will transport Russian
gas to Italy via Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary and Slovenia, will further threaten to circumvent Ukraine’s current gas transit
infrastructure in the coming years. South Stream is also seen as an effort to undermine the diversification of Europe’s gas
supply from Azerbaijan (via Georgia and Turkey), crowding out its EU-led and Turkish rivals. Meanwhile, Rosneft became
the world’s largest market-traded oil company in late 2012 through the acquisition of TNK-BP, Russia’s third-largest oil
and gas producer. Rosneft is likely to emerge as a state champion to rival even Gazprom in 2013, as Russia’s
vulnerability to the volatile international market for oil continues to trouble the country’s elites, concerned over the effect
market forces may have on economic growth, and by extension, internal stability.
Despite its seeming preference for soft power, the Kremlin has not entirely eschewed military confrontation as a tool in
exerting influence in the FSU, boosted in no small measure by the success of its brief war with Georgia in 2008. The
conflict not only solidified Russia’s presence in the breakaway enclaves of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, it also set in
motion the decline of Mikheil Saakashvili’s pro-Western administration. Indeed, the conflict will echo into 2013 as
Russia anticipates a more receptive head of state to emerge following a presidential election, scheduled for October,
which two-term Saakashvili will be unable to contest. However, Russia’s extravagant US$770 billion rearmament project
for its armed forces is less likely to be motivated by imminent plans for military interventions than by the desperate need
to revitalise its industrial base and to absorb new technologies to keep the country’s arms manufacturers relevant. Much
like Russia’s oil and gas giants, Russia’s arms industry serves a dual purpose: exporters are a significant generator of
state revenue and Russian-made weapons remain a familiar tool in balancing potential and actual conflicts in states
where Russia has a vested interest, such as Armenia. Russia’s key ally in the South Caucasus continues to host Russian
forces, much like Moldova’s breakaway enclave of Transnistria. The acquisition of Russian-made surface-to-air missile
systems has successfully counteracted the threat of renewed conflict with Armenia’s traditional adversary, Azerbaijan,
over the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh region. In an additional and ironic boost to Russia’s diplomatic credentials, the
country is also inextricably involved in
negotiations with its Western peers to resolve
both disputes. Meanwhile, Russia has sought
to bolster its military alliance within the FSU,
via the Collective Security Treaty Organization
(CSTO), to align with its economic
integration initiatives, via the Customs Union
and its planned successor, the Eurasian
Union, by proposing the construction of an
integrated air and missile defence shield. As
such, short- to medium-term efforts to solidify
Russian-dominated economic and security
blocs while softening the country’s image
internationally are likely to be juxtaposed by
increasing intolerance to dissent at home and
familiar manipulations in the FSU.

Russian President Vladimir Putin
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Turkey: Kurdish militants and the prospect of peace
Separatist violence in Turkey’s south eastern provinces, where most of the country’s Kurdish minority resides, and
associated terrorist attacks elsewhere in the country, are likely to continue unabated in 2013. The year 2012 emerged as
one of the bloodiest in the decades-long conflict, nearly eclipsing the highs of 1999, when the leader of the country’s main
separatist group, the Kurdistan People’s Party (PKK), was captured in Kenya. Despite Abdullah Ocalan’s continued
incarceration, he remains the seemingly uncontested champion of the separatist movement and a comprehensive
political solution to the conflict appears unlikely without his involvement. Renewed dialogue with Ocalan, which is
expected to capture headlines in 2013, carries political cost for the ruling AK party-led government, not least the risk of
losing face to the nationalist opposition. Nevertheless, Turkey is unlikely to abandon efforts to find a military solution to
the conflict, investing heavily in arms acquisitions and moving to professionalise its fighting forces in active conflict zones.
The Turkish Armed Forces (TSK) is believed to have embarked on a new counterterrorism strategy, which will see
professional soldiers replace poorly trained conscripts in carrying out operations in the rural parts of eastern and south
eastern Turkey. By reducing the use of conscripts in the region, the TSK hopes to reduce military casualties, which
numbered more than 100 in 2012. This strategy is unlikely to lessen the violence in 2013, as Kurdish militants are likely
to resort to increasingly asymmetrical conflict strategies in the south east of the country, so as to counter their superior
opponent. In 2012, the incidence of opportunistic kidnappings, extortion and assassination of local officials, bombings
targeting key pipeline infrastructure in the region, and even non-fatal attacks on schools increased markedly. This trend is
expected to continue its upward trajectory.
Meanwhile, PKK militants and those aligned to their urban affiliate, the Kurdistan Freedom Falcons (TAK), continue to
be adept at carrying out predominantly small-scale terrorist attacks elsewhere in the country. Although there have been
no mass-casualty incidents in the key urban centres of Istanbul and Ankara, or along the country’s popular Aegean and
Mediterranean coastlines in recent years, 2013 may see a significant attack in one of these locations, similar to or worse
than the car bombing in the southern city of Gaziantep in August 2012, which resulted in ten deaths. Should such an
attack take place, a solution to the Kurdish dispute is less likely to materialise until after presidential elections in 2014, or
even beyond.
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Middle East and North Africa

Syria: The conflict continues to
escalate with rebels placing
enormous pressure on regime forces
across the country. The fighting is
likely to persist throughout 2013.

Iran: The risk of a military confrontation
over the country’s nuclear programme
will remain a concern in 2013.

Syria
Iran
Libya: Despite positive developments,
the country’s diverse ethnic, religious and
political groups present unique political
and security challenges. Extremist activity
also remains a concern.

Libya

Egypt

Egypt: The security environment in
the Sinai Peninsula has
deteriorated since 2011. Islamist
militant activity and Bedouin unrest
have increased.

Yemen

Yemen: Separatist agitation, rebellion
in the north and political instability
continue to hamper the government’s
ability to curtail the influence of
Islamist extremism.
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Syria: The deepening civil war
The conflict in Syria, which has claimed tens of thousands of lives since it began in early 2011, is unlikely to be resolved
imminently. With China, Russia and Iran providing political and material support to the Bashar al-Assad regime, and
Western nations unwilling to engage militarily, the conflict is set to continue in 2013. There are also indications that the
fighting may be escalating. In late 2012, non-state armed groups increasingly used acts of urban terrorism to target the
regime, resulting in heavy civilian and state personnel casualties. The regime’s desperation was highlighted by its
increasing use of air strikes and artillery on dissident positions in suburban areas, rather than engaging the rebel
strongholds in direct (although potentially costly) ground operations. At present, the likelihood of a resolution to the conflict
remains slim; however, there are a number of scenarios that could play out in 2013. There is a strong possibility of an
internal palace coup. The regime’s increasing recalcitrance may prompt senior members to remove al-Assad in order to
preserve their privileged positions. Indeed, overthrowing or executing him, or forcing his resignation would meet one of
the primary demands of the opposition and provide the remaining regime elements with an opportunity to negotiate an
end to the fighting, which could be acceptable to both sides. Another possible outcome is that the rebels may win the war.
Although it appears unlikely in the short-term, it is widely acknowledged that Syria’s ability to supply and equip its armed
forces is decreasing. The regime has also, despite its best efforts, been unable to eliminate the rebellion. Although the
rebels have to date been unable to capture and hold territory, they maintain a strong presence in the north, around Aleppo
and Idlib, in the centre of the country around Homs and Hama, and in parts of the capital, Damascus, in the south.
Regardless of the outcome, the war in Syria will have long-lasting ramifications for the region, including in 2013. The
instability in Syria has had a direct impact on neighbouring Lebanon, due to its strong ties and geographic proximity, and
any fighting in Syria will continue to affect Lebanon’s security and political environment. In addition, the presence of
hundreds, if not thousands, of foreign fighters in Syria is a significant concern. Hailing from states such as Jordan,
Lebanon and Iraq, these countries are likely to face an influx of combatants in any post-conflict scenario (or prior to any
concrete conclusion). The presence of these elements carries the potential to increase instability ‘at home’, if returning
fighters join anti-government groups or agitate for political reform. Finally, the prospect of an increasingly sectarian conflict
between the mainly Alawite Muslim-dominated regime and Sunni rebellion is a real possibility in the near-term.

Number of conflict-related fatalities per month in Syria
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Source: Syrian Revolution Martyr Database (www.syrianshuhada.com)

Yemen: Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula’s lingering menace
Yemen’s political and security challenges remain immense. Following the fall of the President Ali Saleh-led regime in
2011, the country has continued to struggle with unifying its disparate political and tribal groupings. Shiite Houthi agitation
in the north, separatist sentiment in the south and continued pressure from activists for political reform have placed
enormous strain on the resource-poor nation and undermined its ability to restore stability. In addition to these issues,
Islamist extremists continue to attempt to overthrow the government and fight for the creation of an Islamic emirate.
These militants maintain a menacing presence in the country’s southern and eastern governorates. In 2011, during the
height of the anti-government civil unrest, al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and its affiliate, Ansar al-Sharia
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AQAP’s primary area of operation in Yemen

Source: Map adapted from Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection (University of
Texas at Austin)

Egypt: The Sinai threat

(AS), captured towns and cities in the southern Abyan
governorate from government forces and their tribal allies.
Following the election of President Mansour Hadi in
February 2012, the government launched a concerted
military effort to recapture lost territory in the south. In early
to mid-2012, AQAP and AS lost their primary urban centre
strongholds in Abyan. Despite these losses, these groups
have continued to conduct frequent high-profile
assassinations and acts of urban terrorism, indicating that
the groups maintain their capacity to influence the security
environment. With the country in an unstable political
situation, the possibility of renewed militancy in southern
Yemen remains a distinct possibility, should there be a
major breakdown in the relationship between the country’s
primary political groupings. AQAP will continue to pose a
threat outside of the country. Since 2009, the group has
been implicated in a number of attempted attacks on the
US. AQAP is likely to continue this strategy, particularly in
light of the ongoing use of US drones to attack the group’s
interests in Yemen. Should AQAP and AS capture and hold
territory, their ability to plan and execute attacks
internationally will increase further.

Egypt’s restive Sinai Peninsula

Since 2011, Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula has emerged as a
major terrorist operating area. Local Bedouin and
Palestinian Islamist extremists have established a strong
presence in the territory, particularly in the north east of
the region, taking advantage of lax security. Although the
Egyptian government has attempted a number of major
security force operations to counter and eliminate the
threat since 2011, these initiatives have largely failed. The
problem in the Sinai Peninsula remains complex. The
territory’s traditional inhabitants, the Bedouin, are
generally strongly opposed to the central government.
Years of underinvestment and under-representation in
governing structures and high levels of poverty and
unemployment have created conditions wherein Islamist
groups are able to thrive and easily recruit new members.
In addition, the political unrest in 2011 (part of the Arab
Source: Map adapted from Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection (University of
Spring) provided militant groups with the opportunity to
Texas at Austin)
establish themselves in the Sinai region. While the central
government was distracted by political events in greater
Egypt, militants, many from the Gaza Strip, established strongholds in the mountainous areas south of the North Sinai’s
principle Mediterranean cities. From these areas, groups such as Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis have emerged and conducted
several attacks against Israeli interests, and have been involved in clashes with the local Egyptian security forces; a
significant incident occurred on 5 August 2012 when militants killed 16 Egyptian border guards, before attempting to
infiltrate Israel through a border crossing, where the attack was subsequently halted. The increase in militant activity has
raised concerns in Israel, which has since placed enormous pressure on Egypt to eliminate the threat. However, given the
complex nature of the insecurity, Egypt’s attempts to bring security to the region are unlikely to have an immediate effect,
certainly not in the coming year.
The militant threat is expected to remain elevated in 2013 and may worsen. Further low-level clashes in the North Sinai
governorate and additional attempted attacks on Israeli interests are anticipated. In addition, militants may increasingly
view Egypt’s South Sinai governorate resort areas as viable targets. These areas are popular tourist destinations for
Westerners and Israelis, and attacks here would meet the group’s general aims. The region has been affected by
high-profile bombings in the past, specifically in Taba, Sharm el Sheikh and Dahab between 2004 and 2006, and a repeat
of these incidents remains plausible, despite high levels of security in these areas. Sinai-based groups may also look to
carry their jihad into greater Egypt at some point; however, given the superior counterterrorism capabilities of the security
forces protecting resort and urban areas, and the difficulty faced by militants in conducting attacks outside of their normal
areas of operation, a broader and sustained terrorist campaign is unlikely.
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Libya: Unifying a polarised polity
Libya’s security and political climate has shown definitive signs of improvement in 2012 and the outlook remains
positive for 2013. Nonetheless, the political transition process continues and is expected to be fraught with difficulties
in the year ahead. The fall of the Muammar al-Gaddafi regime has exposed the significant racial, tribal, religious and
ideological differences present in the country. The current government, led by Prime Minister Ali Zeidan, is likely to be
challenged by these fissures as it drafts a new constitution and prepares for fresh elections in 2013. The formation of a
constitution is likely to remain the key political issue to watch, as it will set the course for Libya’s future. The country’s
various political and social groups will be closely monitoring the drafting process. Minorities, including Amazigh, Tuareg
and Tabu communities, have a major stake in the final document, as do political interest groups in each of Libya’s three
primary regions: Cyrenaica/Barqa in the east; Tripoli in the west; and Fezzan in the south. Should the drafting process fail,
be perceived as lacking transparency, or be deemed as unrepresentative of various groups’ primary demands, the fallout
could be significant. Ethnic and tribal violence and politically motivated protests would likely occur. Furthermore, the
threat posed by Islamist militants will be a major issue in the year ahead. Following the September 2012 attack on the US
Consulate in Benghazi, during which the US Ambassador to Libya was killed, the spotlight has been focused on Islamist
militants in the east of the country. Although these groups seemingly favour a more religious state, and may attempt to
influence the constitutional drafting process, their ultimate goals remain unclear; however, these may become evident in
2013.

Iran: Ongoing tensions over nuclear aims
Iran’s nuclear programme, and the country’s alleged pursuit of nuclear weapons capability, continues to raise concerns.
These are likely to persist through 2013. Progress in talks between Iran and the P5+1 (US, Russia, China, France, Britain
and Germany) has been slow and damning reports issued by the International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA)
concerning the military dimension of Iran’s nuclear development programme have increased tensions considerably. These
tensions have been most evident between Iran and Israel. The Israeli leadership views Iran’s potential acquisition of a
nuclear weapon as a serious threat and has indicated a willingness to exercise a military option, such as surgical air
strikes, against Iran’s nuclear facilities. As outlined in red24’s 2012 Threat Forecast, there are a number of significant
obstacles to an Israeli military strike, including its chances of success, as a strike against the widespread and welldefended facilities may only disrupt the nuclear programme, not end it; the potential lack of support from their allies; and
the likelihood of a costly retaliation from Iran. Apart from conventional attacks on Israel, Iran has also threatened to close
the Strait of Hormuz, a move that could in turn prompt US military intervention. Iran’s allies and proxies in the Gaza Strip
(Hamas) and Lebanon (Hezbollah) may also initiate a conflict with Israel, likely in the form of rocket attacks. Associated
anti-Western and anti-Israel sentiment would also increase the threats of civil unrest and violence targeting Western and
Israeli interests globally. However, a military strike remains a possibility and Israel’s general elections in January 2013
could afford a new Israeli government with a fresh mandate to confront Iran.
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Sub-Saharan Africa

Mali: Political instability following the
2012 coup and rebel occupation of
the northern regions pose significant
medium-term challenges to the state.

Mali

Kenya: Closely contested elections are
due to be held in March amid ongoing
political and security challenges.

Nigeria

Nigeria: Boko Haram’s insurgency is
expected to remain a primary security
issue in 2013.

Kenya
Democratic
Republic
of Congo

DRC: Eastern provinces are likely to
face continued violence as underlying
drivers of conflict remain in place.
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Kenya: Elections amid ongoing security and political challenges
Kenya’s security environment in 2013 will largely be shaped by the country’s general elections, scheduled for 4 March.
The vote will be the first to be held since the 2007 ballot, which saw the widespread outbreak of politically and ethnically
motivated violence that left approximately 1,000 people dead and more than 600,000 displaced. Although some steps
have been taken to address the key social, political and economic issues that fuelled the 2007 violence, tensions persist
and there is a credible threat that the forthcoming elections may also be marred by similar outbreaks of unrest and
violence.
Kenya experienced frequent and often protracted outbreaks of communal violence over the course of 2012 that were
often centred on the Rift Valley, Coast and North Eastern provinces, regions which were focal points during the 2007/8
unrest. These communal clashes have predominantly been driven by competition over scarce land and water resources;
however, some have been attributed to the rhetoric of local politicians, who have voiced inflammatory sentiment in their
election campaigning. Such discourse will likely heighten already visible tensions during the voting period, which may
again manifest itself in acts of violence both in the run up to and in the immediate aftermath of the upcoming vote.
The conduct of the main political parties and candidates contesting the elections may also result in increased tensions.
Over 2011 and 2012, Raila Odinga and Uhuru Kenyatta emerged as the likely contenders, both of whom were prominent
in the last election’s unrest, Odinga for suggesting the poll was fraudulent, and Kenyatta for allegedly planning and
funding violence in the Rift Valley province. Since the 2007 ballot, relations between the candidates have been strained,
with each blaming the other for inciting the unrest. As a consequence, neither will easily accept an electoral loss and are
likely to claim electoral fraud in the event of defeat. Such allegations, which could also surface in the unlikely event that
the election is won by a third candidate, could also trigger outbreaks of politically motivated violence.
Another key security concern in 2013 is the ongoing threat of terrorism and a growing secessionist movement within
Coast Province. The Kenya Defence Force (KDF) is currently engaged with the al-Shabaab Islamist movement in
southern Somalia, which has prompted numerous warnings by the group of reprisals attacks in Kenya; these threats have
been backed by a number of actual incidents. Over the course of 2012, al-Shabaab militants launched several low-level
attacks targeting security personnel and installations in and around the towns of Dadaab, Garissa and Wajir, all of which
are located in the country’s North Eastern Province, near the border with Somalia. Al-Shabaab sympathisers have also
conducted attacks in the capital, Nairobi, where there is a large Somali expatriate community. These areas will likely
continue to be focal points for attacks over the course of 2013; the risk is anticipated to be particularly high during the
election period and while any major KDF operation is underway in Somalia. In addition, a terrorist threat also stems from
a secessionist movement based in Coast Province known as the Mombasa Republican Council (MRC). MRC activists
were blamed for a series of attacks in the province in 2012, many of which targeted campaign rallies and/or other events
linked to the forthcoming elections. With the banned secessionist movement already calling for residents of the province
to boycott the polls, it is possible that the MRC may use violence and intimidation in an attempt to disrupt the vote.

Presidential election poll results broken down by region
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Source: Ipsos Synovate opinion polling results for December 2012
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Mali: An impatient south and unruly north
Although the security situation in Mali stabilised
following a military coup, which toppled the regime
of Amadou Toumani Toure on 22 March 2012, the
outlook for the country in 2013 remains uncertain.
Of particular concern is Mali’s inability to hold
elections and return to a democratically elected
leadership. Until presidential elections are held,
possibly in April 2013, Mali will remain under the
custodianship of an interim administration, currently
headed by President Dioncounda Traore. From the
onset of the April 2012 power transfer agreement,
which saw executive powers passed from the
military back to a civilian authority, the interim
administration has been subject to significant
criticism. Perceptions that the government is
incapable of running the country, and is largely a
military proxy, have led to frequent outbreaks of
anti-government protests. Such events, which have
predominantly taken place in the capital, Bamako,
are likely to continue and potentially escalate in
2013, particularly if the April elections are
postponed. Furthermore, despite the formal transfer
of power, the military continues to play a significant
role in the country’s governance. Military leaders
have stated on several occasions that they will
resume control if they perceive the country is under
any internal or external threat.

Rebel-held northern Mali as of 8 January 2013

Source: Map adapted from Perry-Castaneda Library Map Collection (University of Texas at
Austin)

Another concern for 2013 is the ongoing rebel occupation of the northern regions of Gao, Kidal and Timbuktu. Although
the government, in co-operation with the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), has initiated
conciliatory talks, al-Qaeda-linked Islamist dissidents such as the Movement for Oneness and Jihad in West Africa
(MOJWA) and al-Qaeda in the Islamist Maghreb (AQIM), continue to exclude themselves from this dialogue. Their refusal
to negotiate has prompted the formulation of a counterinsurgency blueprint that will see a force of 3,300 ECOWAS troops
aiding the Malian military in reclaiming the desert north. However, current indications are that such an initiative, should it
go ahead, would likely only be launched in the latter half of 2013. In the interim, Islamist rebels will undoubtedly be
preparing for any potential military operation. In addition to bolstering their presence in northern Mali by recruiting
fighters both locally and regionally, militants may also resort to terrorism and kidnapping, including in southern areas of
the country. If a campaign to retake the north goes ahead, militants may increasingly look to seize foreign hostages and/
or prominent locals in an effort to generate revenue or political concessions. The threat of kidnapping will remain highest
in the country’s north. However, as militants have already exhibited the ability to execute abductions in the western and
south eastern regions, an escalation of incidents outside of militant-held areas is possible. Furthermore, acts of
terrorism, particularly in Bamako, are likely, largely due to its significance as the country’s economic and administrative
centre. Although government buildings and security installations would be at an elevated threat, militants may also target
civilians, as well as diplomatic representations of foreign governments that commit to or join the proposed
counterinsurgency initiatives.

Nigeria: The steady rise of Boko Haram
Nigeria’s 2013 security outlook will primarily be influenced by the ongoing expansion of the Boko Haram Islamist extremist
group. In 2012, both the number of attacks and resultant casualties inflicted by the group surpassed any previous year of
their nearly decade-long insurgency against the federal government. Of particular concern has been the group’s ability to
conduct large-scale and coordinated terrorist attacks in locations outside of their traditional areas of operation in the north
east of the country. Over the course of 2012, Boko Haram conducted attacks in 19 of Nigeria’s 36 states, including in the
capital, Abuja.
Despite extensive security measures, the Nigerian government has struggled to contain the insurgency. This has been
attributed to a number of factors, including high levels of corruption within the military and government, the group’s
infiltration of the security and judicial institutions, and their purported expansion into neighbouring Cameroon and Niger. It
is therefore likely that Boko Haram will continue to execute attacks against government, security and civilian interests in
2013, possibly exceeding levels seen in 2012. The sect’s operations are expected to remain most prolific in the northern
and north eastern states of Adawama, Borno, Kano, Kaduna and Yobe; however, attacks in Nigeria’s western, central and
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southern states should also be anticipated, as the group seeks to place additional pressure on the government. A notable
concern is the possibility of large-scale attacks targeting Nigeria’s most populous city, Lagos. Such a strike would deal
a significant blow to the government of Goodluck Jonathan, which is already facing significant internal pressure over its
management of the insurgency.

Democratic Republic of Congo: The restive east
The President of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Joseph Kabila, will face a series of challenges in 2013, which
if not dealt with decisively, could result in significant political upheaval. In addition to various socio-economic concerns,
such as poverty, growing unemployment and high levels of corruption, Kabila will face an ongoing challenge from the
country’s restive east, where a number of domestic and regional armed groups are battling the central government. The
most significant of these groups is the M23, which ousted UN peacekeeper-supported government troops from North
Kivu’s provincial capital, Goma, on 20 November 2012.
The M23 is alleged to be backed by the Rwandan
government and is predominantly comprised of former
rebels of the Tutsi-dominated National Congress for
the Defence of the People (CNDP). The CNDP
conducted a three-year long insurgency against the
DRC’s government, but was subsequently
incorporated into the Armed Forces of the Democratic
Republic of Congo (FARDC) as part of a 2009 peace
agreement. However, accusations by former CNDP
troops of discrimination by existing FARDC troops and
an arrest warrant issued against the former CNDP
leader, General Bosco Ntaganda, for war crimes, led
to the defection of a number of soldiers and the
creation of the M23 group, under Ntaganda. After
capturing various areas in North Kivu in 2012, the
group escalated their insurgency with the capture of
Goma; although the rebels agreed to pull back from
the capital several days later, the victory forced the
Kabila administration into negotiations with M23
leadership.
If Kabila cedes to the range of demands being made by the M23, which currently include the reintegration of fighters into
the FARDC, there are likely to be repercussions. Apart from likely public protests and civil unrest in response to such a
decision, it may also incite a military insurrection, as a number of FARDC commanders have voiced their dissatisfaction
with the rebel integration process. Alternatively, Kabila could abandon further negotiations with the M23 and renounce his
rebel integration policy, a move that could potentially galvanise military support for his regime and secure his political
future in the short-term. However, such a decision would likely see the rebels resume fighting, thus continuing the conflict
in the DRC’s eastern provinces. This scenario would have a particularly pronounced impact on the urban centres of Goma
and Bukavu, the respective administrative capitals of the North and South Kivu provinces, as the M23 has threatened to
attack the towns should the government fail to address its immediate grievances.
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Kidnapping
Snapshot
Middle East and North Africa: The region has seen an increase in kidnapping incidents in the post-Arab Spring
environment. Socio-economic and tribal tensions, along with political instability and increasing militant activity in
Egypt have led to a spate of abductions in the Sinai; Libya’s tenuous security environment has been conducive
to a number of abductions of local and foreign nationals, particularly in eastern areas of the country. The conflict
in Syria has had a significant impact on the kidnapping threat both there and in neighbouring Lebanon, where a
number of civilians, including foreign nationals, have been kidnapped.
The Sahel: Abductions in the Sahel region of northern Africa, particularly in Mali, Mauritania and Niger, remain
at high levels. Kidnap for ransom incidents are usually carried out by Tuareg rebel groups, other disenfranchised
ethnic groups and Islamist extremists. There has been an increasing number of high-profile abductions of foreign
nationals in the region in recent years. Ransom demands have reportedly been as high as US$2-3 million per
hostage.
Pakistan: red24 estimates that more than 15,000 kidnappings take place in Pakistan each year, though only 10
percent of these are for ransom or extortion. The vast majority are conducted in order to facilitate forced labour,
prostitution, forced marriages or to settle personal, tribal or criminal feuds. However, Islamist extremists within
Pakistan continue to sporadically target foreign nationals. The kidnapping threat will persist in the country,
particularly in urban centres and areas suffering from long-term instability and/or militant activity.
India: India records over 30,000 kidnappings each year, although only 2 percent of these are for ransom
(approximately 600 per year). The remaining kidnappings are related to rape and forced labour, adoption and marriage. Victims are generally known to perpetrators, and where ransom demands and settlements are made, they are
generally low by international standards. Foreign nationals are rarely affected by kidnapping in India.
Nigeria: Statistics from the African Insurance Organisation suggest that Nigeria accounts for almost a quarter of
global kidnappings for ransom. Although the veracity of this claim is uncertain, red24 believes that the threat is considered extensive and pervasive in the country. Kidnappings are predominantly carried out by criminal
organisations for financial gain; victims are mostly wealthy locals, although foreign nationals are also specifically
targeted.
Venezuela: Kidnap for ransom incidents in Venezuela have reportedly increased exponentially in the recent years,
from 44 registered incidents in 1999 to 1,150 cases in 2011. In 2012, Venezuela had one of the world’s highest per
capita kidnapping rates and these incidents predominantly involved local residents. Non-governmental
organisation, Venezuelan Violence Observatory, estimates the actual number of abductions each year ranges from
9,000 to 16,000 incidents (reported and unreported). Express kidnappings are also increasing in frequency,
particularly in the capital, Caracas.
Mexico: According to the official police and government statistics, the number of kidnappings recorded between
January and September 2012 was 885, although anecdotal evidence suggests that this number is as high as 3,000.
As a significant proportion of kidnappings are not reported to the police, some sources suggest this number could
be considerably higher. The average ransom payment in 2012 was around US$50,000, though individual sums vary
considerably.
Guatemala: President Otto Perez Molina announced that 250 kidnappings took place in Guatemala in 2011,
although the actual number is likely to be significantly higher. While the number of kidnappings for ransom
declined slightly in 2012, express and virtual kidnappings became more common. Guatemala has one of the highest
kidnap for ransom and extortion per capita rates in Latin America, although kidnappings for other reasons
remain relatively rare. Victims are usually wealthy locals although foreign nationals are occasionally targeted.
Ransom demands vary, although they average between US$10,000-40,000.
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Ecuador: In the city of Guayaquil alone, 349 express kidnappings were reported between January and August
2012. In the capital, Quito, sources indicated that express kidnapping had increased by 62 percent from 2011 to
2012. In particular, express kidnappings from taxis in the city increased by 65 percent, according to government
officials. In addition, traditional kidnappings for ransom persist across Ecuador, with Guayaquil, Quito and areas of
the Ecuadorian Amazon witnessing the majority of incidents.
Honduras: There is a high threat of kidnapping across the country stemming from criminal groups and drug cartels.
Over 100 incidents are reported each year and considering the country’s comparatively small population, this
indicates a high per capita kidnapping rate. Most victims are local nationals, while foreigners are targeted
infrequently. In addition, the number of express kidnappings has increased in Honduras throughout 2012, and will
continue to present a threat in 2013.

Overview
Kidnapping continues to pose a threat in numerous areas across the globe. A number of countries, as highlighted in
red24’s 2012 Threat Forecast, continue to experience a high incidence, including Mexico, Pakistan, Colombia, Venezuela,
Afghanistan, Somalia, Iraq, Nigeria, Haiti and Yemen. However, insecurity and financial and political instability have led
to an increase in kidnapping rates in a number of other areas, particularly the Middle East and across northern Africa. A
recurring challenge in the analysis of kidnapping is the poor reporting rate, a factor that is recognised as an issue
universally. Kidnappings go largely unreported in countries with poor law enforcement and judicial structures; even in
more organised states, there are often fears of police collusion with kidnappers, or fears of retaliation by the perpetrators
for involving law enforcement officials. As such, it is estimated that as many as 70 percent of kidnappings are not
reported, and therefore not included in official reports or statistics. red24 estimates that in 2012 approximately 33,000
kidnappings for ransom were carried out, and anticipates a slight increase in this number in 2013.
The majority of victims globally are local nationals; however, foreigners remain a specific target in numerous areas, due to
their perceived wealth, their religious or political affiliation or their nationality. In regions such as the Sahel, foreign
nationals command significantly higher ransom demands than locals, with initial figures commonly exceeding US$1
million. This inflated value is due, in part, to the perceived wealth of the victim’s home nation and a willingness to pay
ransoms in return for the safety of the victim. Although financial gain continues to motivate kidnappings worldwide, there
has been an increase in the number of politically and ideologically driven kidnappings. This was particularly clear in 2012
following upheaval associated with the Arab Spring in countries such as Libya, Egypt, Lebanon and Syria. Countries such
as India and Pakistan continue to experience high levels kidnappings for other motives, including tribal/ethnic disputes,
forced marriages, human trafficking, forced labour, and sexual assault.
•

Express kidnapping involves the relatively short-term abduction of a victim while they are robbed of their
possessions and forced to withdraw cash from ATMs. Although the majority of incidents lasts only a few hours, 		
a small number of incidents continue for several days while perpetrators withdraw money from larger accounts 		
or try to collect a small ransom from the victim’s family, friends or employer.

•

Virtual kidnapping is an extortion method in which a ransom is paid although an actual abduction never takes
place. It involves criminals convincing individuals via telephone that a family member, friend, or colleague 		
has been abducted. Although no actual kidnapping has taken place, the call aims to shock or press individuals 		
into paying a ransom without checking the validity of the claim (often the ‘abductee’ is unreachable).

•

Custodial kidnapping is the abduction of a child by one of his parents, often as the result of frustration or
desperation on the part of one parent when custody is granted to a partner or spouse.

Americas
South America witnessed a high number of kidnappings in 2012, and will continue to be a kidnapping hotspot in 2013.
The high incident rate persisted despite a decline in recorded kidnappings reported by several countries in the
region. Colombia in particular continued its downward trend. The country’s Ministry of National Defence announced that
kidnapping rates fell by approximately 12 percent during 2012. However, while official statistics indicate a decrease in
kidnapping rates, the actual number of incidents is likely higher due to extensive underreporting. One of Colombia’s most
notorious kidnapping perpetrators, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), announced an end to these
activities in February 2012, which may have gone some way towards the slight reduction in the rate of abductions. In
addition, FARC announced a ceasefire between 20 November 2012 and 20 January 2013 in order to facilitate peace
negotiations with the government. However, the group has by no means ended all of its illicit activities and continues to
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hold at least 32 hostages from former kidnappings. If a peace deal is reached, the number of kidnappings carried out by
FARC should decline; however, a lasting solution remains highly tentative. Nevertheless, organised criminal groups are
now the primary perpetrators of kidnappings in Colombia, and indeed across South America, and continue to kidnap
predominantly local nationals from an increasingly diverse range of economic backgrounds.
Despite this minor victory in Colombia, countries such as Mexico continue to experience high kidnapping rates, with an
estimated 3,000 incidents occuring in the first three quarters of 2012. Nuevo Leon, Tamaulipas, Chiapas and Durango are
some of the states most affected by kidnapping, as is the capital, Mexico City. As with many areas in Latin America, the
number of express kidnappings increased during 2012 in Mexico, specifically in Mexico City. Express kidnappings were
also prevalent in Venezuela, particularly in larger cities, such as Caracas, while more than 1,000 kidnappings are
estimated to have occurred countrywide in 2012. Although Brazil’s kidnap for ransom rate is relatively low compared to
some of its neighbours, virtual and express kidnappings are becoming more common, mainly in larger cities, such as Sao
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Ecuador has seen a general increase in kidnapping; express kidnappings in particular have
increased dramatically in 2012.
Between January and August of last year, more than 349 express kidnappings were reported in the most populous city,
Guayaquil. In Quito, the crime increased by 62 percent from 2011 to 2012 (also, approximately 70 percent of express
kidnapping incidents in the city took place taxis). In addition, kidnapping is a threat in Ecuador’s north eastern regions,
specifically Esmeraldas province, where violence in general has spread across the borders from Colombia. In Central
America, both Guatemala and Honduras have seen an uptick in kidnapping incidents throughout 2012, a trend that is
likely to continue in 2013. In Guatemala, official reports showed an increase in kidnappings rates countrywide,
including express kidnappings, particularly in Guatemala City and other large urban centres. Honduras continues to report
in excess of 100 kidnap for ransom incidents per year, with both local and foreign nationals being targeted.

Asia
Pakistan, India and the Philippines continued to struggle with kidnapping in 2012, with a slight increase in the number of
incidents reported. As stated above, the majority of abductions in both India and Pakistan are not financially motivated,
but are instead linked to tribal/ethnic disputes, forced marriages, rape, forced labour and prostitution. In 2012,
approximately 2 percent of kidnappings in India were for ransom. In Pakistan, approximately 10 percent of kidnappings
are for ransom, with the remainder being politically, culturally or criminally motivated. It is highly likely that this trend will
continue into 2013, with kidnappings likely to be reported at similar levels.
The threat of kidnapping for ransom and extortion in the Philippines persisted throughout 2012, with most incidents being
perpetrated by militant organisations such as Abu Sayyaf, the New People’s Army and Moro Islamic Liberation Front, as
well as by organised crime elements. The key locations for kidnappings were the southern Mindanao region, the Sulu
Archipelago, and the capital, Manila. Kidnapping figures are estimated to be in the low hundreds each year, with very few
incidents involving foreign nationals. China continues to witness a number of kidnap for ransom incidents, perpetuated by
both opportunistic individuals and professional gangs. The widening wealth gap has encouraged a ‘get-rich-quick’
mentality throughout Chinese society. Consequently, kidnap incidents and other forms of criminality are on the rise.
The insurgency in Afghanistan continues to foment a high risk of kidnapping, and foreign nationals are specifically
targeted due to their high political or ransom values. Travel by road outside the capital, Kabul, or outside of any secure
location, increases the threat of kidnapping from both criminal and tribal groups, as well as from the Taleban and affiliated
militants. As international security forces begin their withdrawal from Afghanistan in 2013 and 2014, the security situation
is likely to worsen, and could lead to an increase in the number of abductions.

Europe
Kidnapping for ransom remains a rare occurrence in most European countries. However, official statistics indicate that
2012 saw a significant increase in the number of custodial kidnappings across Europe. This type of kidnapping occurs
when a child is abducted by one of his parents, often as the result of custody battles. In Spain alone, the number of
custodial kidnappings increased by 67 percent during 2011, with more than 752 cases reported. Additionally, the UK
reported more than 500 incidents during 2012, according to data from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. Apart from
custodial kidnappings, inter-criminal kidnapping, which involves kidnapping members of a rival criminal organisation,
usually for revenge or to exert power and influence over the group, and the abduction of wealthy individuals for ransom
remained the main forms of kidnapping.
Russia continued to experience a relatively high number of kidnappings in 2012, with the majority of victims being
Russian businesspeople and wealthy locals. The North Caucasus region, particularly Chechnya, Dagestan and
Ingushetia, continues to experience an elevated kidnap threat, which is driven by high levels of criminality and conflict.
Kidnapping also remains a concern in Turkey, particularly in the south east of the country where Kurdish separatist
militants, mainly the Kurdistan People’s Party (PKK), use kidnapping as a political tool; both local and foreign nationals
are targeted.
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Middle East and North Africa
The post-Arab Spring environment has proven fertile ground for the proliferation of kidnapping. Countries that had
previously witnessed kidnappings only rarely, including Egypt, Libya, Lebanon and Syria, saw a marked increase in
2012. In the immediate aftermath of the revolutions that swept through the region, a sense of disorientation and disorder
encouraged the practice of kidnapping, along with an overall decline in law and order. While a number of kidnappings
continue to be financially motivated, many kidnappings have been driven by politics or ideology. These incidents initially
involved local nationals, but later affected foreign nationals as well; several journalists and aid workers who were in the
country during the unrest were kidnapped in Bani Walid and Benghazi, in Libya. Similarly, a number of foreign visitors
were kidnapped in the Sinai region of Egypt, primarily by Bedouin tribesmen, during and after the civil and political unrest
that occurred in the country in 2012. These incidents usually lasted only a short duration, and in the majority of cases,
kidnappers demanded the fulfilment of requests (such as the release of incarcerated tribesmen) rather than financial
incentives. The threat of kidnapping in Libya and Egypt, particularly in the latter’s Sinai region, is expected to persist in
2013. Kidnapping for ransom has also remained a threat in Algeria, where al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) and
criminal organisations continue to abduct dozens of people, mostly locals, annually.
The ongoing conflict in Syria has led to an increase in kidnapping incidents in the country due to a combination of
heightened opportunity, poor law enforcement, and an increase in political motivations generated by the conflict. In
addition, Lebanon saw a rise in kidnapping incidents during 2012 and this trend is likely to continue in 2013. The threat
has been particularly pervasive in the Bekaa Valley, in the east of the country. The increase in abductions was linked
in part to the Syrian crisis, as retaliatory kidnappings were carried out after Lebanese citizens were abducted in Syria.
However, a number of kidnappings were financially motivated, with ransom demands ranging from US$50,000 into the
millions. Final negotiated ransom payments are usually considerably lower than these original demands, although
payments have reportedly reached as high as US$600,000. Yemen also continues to experience a high kidnapping rate
amid rising levels of instability, with local and foreign nationals being targeted for both financial and political purposes.
Between January and December 2012, red24 noted approximately 15 kidnapping incidents targeting foreign nationals
(about 29 in total were abducted).

Sub-Saharan Africa
In Africa, Nigeria and Somalia remained the two most prominent countries affected by kidnapping. The African Insurance
Organisation claimed that 25 percent of all kidnapping for ransom cases worldwide took place in Nigeria in 2012, although
this is likely to be exaggerated by non-reporting in other regions. However, Nigeria is indeed a high-risk area for KRE,
with incidents reported both on land and at sea. The spread of kidnapping from the south of the country (particularly the
Niger Delta) into northern areas, such as Abuja, also continued through 2012, and saw criminal groups targeting Nigerian
businesspeople and politicians. A similar situation exists in Somalia, where, although not at the same level as in Nigeria,
kidnapping continues to pose a threat due to ongoing insecurity in the state. The conflict between al-Shabaab and the
Kenyan military also has the potential to increase kidnapping levels in 2013, including on the Kenyan side of the shared
border.
The Sahel region experienced severe instability and insecurity in 2012. The fallout of the Libyan civil war in 2011 resulted
in the movement of a large number of indigenous fighters and weaponry from Libya into neighbouring states, and saw a
deterioration in the security environment across the region. This created a setting ripe for kidnapping, including in
Mauritania, Niger and southern Algeria. Islamist extremist groups, such as AQIM, took advantage of the law and order
vacuum to plan and execute kidnappings of foreign nationals. Kidnappings in the Sahel have provided a source of
propaganda for groups such as AQIM, but more crucially, have formed a lucrative source of revenue. Estimates vary;
however, AQIM is thought to receive between two and three million dollars for each victim they release. With this massive
financial clout, AQIM has been able to offer large monetary incentives to local proxies and criminal groups for the capture
of foreign nationals. Leaked cables from the US Embassy in Bamako, Mali, from 2008 and 2009 reveal that AQIM had
previously offered as much as US$100,000 to individuals who capture Westerners. This financial incentive, combined with
pre-existing insecurity in the Sahel, is likely to result in a continuously increasing trend in kidnapping for ransom in the
region in 2013. In addition, the overthrow of Mali’s government in a military coup in March 2012 led to significant gains
made by rebel forces that captured several northern areas. While the country has largely stabilised, a proposed military
intervention to retake the area by the Malian military and approximately 3,300 Economic Community of West African
states (ECOWAS) troops in late 2013 could spark an increase in kidnappings across the country, and possibly the region,
as a means of retribution and for bargaining power.
Al-Qaeda-linked groups and kidnapping: On 27 October 2012, Ayman al-Zawahiri, the leader of al-Qaeda, called
on Muslims to kidnap Westerners, ‘in order to release our captives.’ In the recorded video message, al-Zawahiri
praised the kidnapping of a 71-year-old US aid worker in Pakistan in 2011. Al-Qaeda has used kidnapping as a
political, ideological and financial tool in the past. Although this tactic has been promoted for several years, the recent
video may lead to an increase in the number of kidnapping attempts in 2013 in areas where al-Qaeda-affiliated or
like-minded groups operate.
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Global kidnapping breakdown by region
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Outlook
The outlook for 2013 bears some similarity to the patterns seen in 2012, with kidnapping remaining a credible threat
in several countries. The repercussions of declining economies, political instability, and cultural and religious clashes
will create motives and opportunities for kidnapping around the world in the year ahead. The fluid and adaptive nature
of the crime will also ensure that kidnapping remains a tactic used by a variety of groups, be it for political or financial
gain. Chronic underreporting of incidents will continue to distort official figures. Nations currently plagued by kidnapping,
including those in Latin America, the Asian subcontinent and parts of Asia Pacific are likely to experience persistently high
levels of kidnapping, and there may be an increase in the number of express kidnappings. Such abductions provide lower
financial rewards than traditional forms but are faster, require less investment, and do not require housing a victim for long
periods of time. Ongoing tensions and instability in the Sahel region and North Africa will result in an elevated number of
kidnappings, particularly as national governments have been slow to remedy poor security environments in the wake of
political upheaval. Kidnappings will also persist in the traditional African hotspots of Nigeria and Somalia.
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Piracy
Piracy remains an ongoing concern in several areas of the world. In South East Asia, the South China Sea remains an
area of elevated risk, while coordinated efforts by Indonesia, Malaysia, but most importantly, Singapore, continue to keep
the waters around the Straits of Malacca largely incident-free. In Africa, the traditionally risky waters off Somalia saw a
sharp decrease in the number of incidents through 2012; in the first half of the year, 69 incidents of actual and attempted
piracy were recorded, compared to 163 incidents in the same period in 2011. The decrease in successful hijackings can
largely be attributed to better awareness and training of crew members, improved maritime intelligence, coordinated
action among several navies operating in the area, the use of armed guards on vessels, vessel hardening, and pressure
on pirate bases in Somalia (largely through EU Naval Force air strikes). Indeed, there is a close correlation between the
use of armed guards on vessels and the drop in successful attacks. Despite the decline in incidents, the waters off
Somalia remain at a high risk of piracy, particularly in the Gulf of Aden and Arabian Sea.
An emerging area of concern is the Gulf of Guinea, which is off the west coast of Africa and extends from Cape Lopez,
Gabon, to Cape Palmas, Liberia. In 2012, the highest number of attacks was recorded in the region since accurate
records started being kept by the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) in 1991. Between 1 January and 30 November
2012, in excess of 45 incidents were reported in the Gulf of Guinea, up from 30 incidents during the whole of 2011, the
majority of which took place off the coast of Nigeria. Although absolute numbers remain lower than the Horn of Africa, up
to 60 percent of incidents are believed to go unreported. This is due in part to fears that insurance rates will rise, but also
as a number of vessels are suspected of carrying illegal oil cargoes originating from Nigeria’s Niger Delta region.
The proliferation of piracy in the Gulf of Guinea is primarily attributed to continued insecurity in the Niger Delta region,
which hosts a number of criminal and militant groups. Although an amnesty agreement brokered between the Nigerian
government and belligerent groups, such as the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND), brought an
end to attacks targeting southern Nigeria’s oil facilities and infrastructure, militants who did not benefit from the agreement
have increasingly turned to piracy and kidnapping as a means of generating revenue. Unlike their Somali counterparts,
Niger Delta groups are known to target ships for the sole purpose of abducting local and foreign nationals, after which the
victims are transported off the vessels and held on land for ransom. This strategy is due in part to more adept law enforcement by Nigerian authorities (and the actual existence of proper state judicial structures, as opposed to Somalia) and
the lack of safe havens where vessels can be held; however, pirates often transfer cargo and goods from the captured
ship onto another vessel. Pirates have also sporadically taken entire ships or oil installations hostage for short periods of
time and demanded that the authorities pay a ransom for their departure from the facility or vessel.
Current trends suggest that Niger Delta-based pirates are steadily expanding their areas of operation beyond Nigeria’s
territorial waters and into the waters of Togo, Cameroon and Benin. Without international assistance, poorly resourced
and funded navies of these countries will be unable to contain the proliferation of piracy within the Gulf of Guinea in 2013.
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Events calendar 2013

Terrorism
threat

Political/
Public Holidays

Transport
disruptions

Protests/
Civil unrest

Location

Event

Event description/implication

1

Sudan

Independence Day

Possible anti-government protests

Shiite majority
states/regions
Orthodox
Christian states

Arbaeen(Pakistan/ Afghanistan/Iran
/Iraq/Bahrain/Yemen/Saudi Arabia)

Increased terrorist threat against Shiite Muslim interests; Shiite
processions in places
Religious/national holiday; elevated terror threat in locations in
the Middle East and Africa

6/7

January events

Increased
security

Date

2/3

Eastern and Oriental Orthodox Christmas

9

Philippines

Annual Feast of the Black Nazarene
procession in Manila

Large-scale procession in Manila’s Quiapo district

11

Czech Republic

Presidential election

Significant political development

11-15

Bangladesh

Biswa Ijtema

Large-scale Tablighi gathering in Tongi, north of Dhaka

12

Haiti

Anniversary of 2012 earthquake

Possible protests relating to the status of the rebuilding process

14

Tunisia

Revolution and Youth Day

Commemorative events possible

20

Iraq

Anniversary of the martyrdom of Hasan
al-Askari

Threat of Sunni militant attacks against Shiites

20

Mali

Armed Forces Day

Commemorative events possible

22

Israel

Parliamentary election

Heightened security and political rallies possible

23

Jordan

Parliamentary election

Heightened security and political rallies possible

23/24

Pakistan

Eid Milad-un-nabi/ Mawlid/ Prophet
Muhammad’s birthday

24

Israel

Purim

Religious processions; elevated risk of sectarian attacks,
particularly in Karachi
Religious event. Increased security and possible closure of
Palestinian territories

25

Egypt

January 25 Revolution Day

25

India

Republic Day

27

Bulgaria

Referendum on the construction of the
Belene Nuclear Power Plant

Political holiday, commemorative events and heightened
security possible
Political holiday, commemorative events and heightened
security possible.

Anniversary of 2001 clashes in Zanzibar

Separatist agitation possible

30
Date

Zanzibar
(Tanzania)
Northern Ireland
Location(s)
Location
(UK)

Bloody Sunday’
Eventanniversary

Commemorative
events in urban centres; protests possible
Event description/implication(s)
Description

4

Sri Lanka

Independence Day

Parades and other commemorative events

9-12

South America

Carnival

Localised traffic disruptions and increased risk of petty crime

9-12

Central America

Carnival (Trinidad, Dominica, Jamaica,
Saint Martin, Cuba and Mexico)

Localised traffic disruptions and increased risk of petty crime

10

East Asia

Lunar New Year’s Day

Business and increased demand for transport, particularly in
China and Vietnam

10

Iran

Anniversary of the Islamic Revolution

Commemorative events and protests possible

11

Egypt

Anniversary of Hosni Mubarak’s 2011
resignation

Possible protests

13

Germany

Anniversary of the bombing of Dresden

Neo-Nazi marches and counter-demonstrations

14

Lebanon

15

Turkey/ France

17

Kosovo

17

27

February events

Key

Impact

Anniversary of start of 2011 uprising against Hosni Mubarak

Anniversary of the assassination of
former prime minister, Rafik Hariri
Anniversary of the capture of PKK
founder, Abdullah Ocalan
Anniversary of declaration of
independence from Serbia

Annual protest march in Strasbourg; localised protests in Turkey

Libya

February 17 Revolution Day

Commemorative events to proceed amid heightened security

17

Cyprus

Presidential election (1st round)

Significant political development

17

Ecuador

Presidential election (1st round)

Significant political development

18

Armenia

Presidential election

Significant political development

20

Morocco

Anniversary of 2011 anti-government
protests

Pro-reform rallies possible

22

Djibouti

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

24

Cote d’Ivoire

Regional and municipal elections

Significant political development; increase in political tensions likely

25/26

Kuwait

Liberation Day, National Day

Commemorative events; anti-government protests possible

27

India

Anniversary of Gujarat Riots

Hindu-Muslim tensions elevated and commemorative events likely

TBA

Cameroon

Legislative election

Significant political development
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Commemorative events expected

Commemorative events; increased ethnic tensions in northern
municipalities
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March events
April events

Date

Location

Event

Event description/implication

2

Malawi

Martyrs’ Day

Protests possible in major urban centres

4

Kenya

Presidential and parliamentary elections

Significant political development; threat of politically-motivated
violence

9

Malta

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

10

China

Tibetan National Uprising Day

Increased security in Tibet; elevated risk of clashes at protests

15

Hungary

Anniversary of 1848 Hungarian Revolution

Pro- and anti-government protests, nationalists demonstrations
possible

20

Tunisia

Independence Day

Official rallies likely. Pro- and anti-government protests possible

21

Iran

Norooz (Persian New Year)

Commemorative events, protests possible

21

Mali

Anniversary of 2012 coup

Anti-government protests possible

23

Pakistan

Pakistan (Republic) Day

Commemorative events to proceed amid heightened security

25

Greece

Independence Day

Commemorative events; anti-government protests possible

26

Bangladesh

Independence Day

Commemorative events, protests possible

26

Mali

Martyrs’ Day/Democracy day

Heightened threat of anti-government agitation

26 - 1

Israel

Passover

Religious events. Increased security and possible closure of
Palestinian territories

29/31

Lebanon/Iraq/
Egypt

Good Friday/Easter

Threat of Islamist extremist attacks targeting Christian interests

29

Chile

Day of the Youth Combatant

Protests possible in major urban centres

29

Philippines

Anniversary of founding of New
People’s Army (NPA)

Political anniversary

30

Israel

Land Day

Pro-Palestinian/anti-Israel protests possible

TBA

Albania

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

TBA
Date

Falkland Islands
Location(s)
Location
(UK)

Referendum
on political status
Event

1

Iran

Islamic Republic Day

Commemorative events expected

2

Argentina

Anniversary of the start of the
Falklands War

Anti-British demonstrations possible; likely to focus on British
interests in Buenos Aires

4

Senegal

Independence Day

Possible anti-government protests

7

Rwanda

Genocide Memorial Day

Commemorative events expected; heightened threat of terrorism

9

Tunisia

Martyrs’ Day

Commemorative events and protests possible

11

Cote d’Ivoire

Anniversary of Laurent Gbagbo’s capture

Potential agitation by Gbagbo loyalists

Anniversary of the banning of political
parties
Water Festival (Songkran)/
Hindu New Year

Significant
political development
Event description/implication(s)
Description

12

Swaziland

13-15

South East Asia

14

India/Sri Lanka

Tamil New Year

14

Bangladesh

Bangladeshi New Year

14

Venezuela

Municipal elections

Significant political development

Protests possible in Mbabane
Various festivities India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Thailand, Myanmar
and Laos
Large-scale public festivities and heightened security in major
urban centres
Commemorative events; heightened threat of attacks from
Islamist extremists

16

Israel

Independence Day

Increased security countrywide due to threat of attacks by
Palestinian militants

20

Iraq

Local elections (tentative)

Significant political development

21

Paraguay

Presidential and parliamentary elections

Significant political development

24

Niger

National Day of Concord

Commemorative events and anti-Tuareg protests possible

24

Armenia/Greece

Anniversary of 1915 ‘Armenian genocide’

Commemorative events and protests targeted Turkish
interests possible

25

North Korea

Military Foundation Day

Commemorative events, including military parades in Pyongyang

27/28

Afghanistan

Mujahideen Victory Day

Heightened threat of Islamist extremist attacks

TBA

Montenegro

Presidential election

Significant political development

TBA

Italy

Parliamentary election

Significant political development
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May events
June events

Date

Location

Event

Event description/implication

1

Worldwide

Labour Day/May Day

Labour union and activists-led protests possible in urban centres

1

US

Anniversary of Bin Laden’s death

Heightened security in the US and US interests worldwide

3/5

Egypt/Lebanon

Eastern and Oriental Orthodox Good
Friday/Easter

Threat of Islamist extremist attacks targeting Christian interests

5

Lebanon

Martyrs’ Day

Commemorative events and possible protests

8

Israel

Jerusalem Day

Pro-Israel demonstrations in Jerusalem expected
Significant political development; increased political insecurity
expected
Commemorative events and military rallies in major cities; protest
possible in Ukraine

8

Madagascar

Presidential election

9

Russia/Belarus/
Ukraine

Victory Day

12

Lebanon

Resistance and Liberation Day

Commemorative events and possible demonstrations

13

Philippines

Legislative election

Significant political development

13

Iraq

Anniversary of the martyrdom of
Ali al-Naqi

Threat of attacks against Shiites by Sunni militants

15

Israel (and
nearby states)

Nakba Day

15

Israel

Shavuot

17

Iraq

The Festival of Imam Musa al Kadhim

22

Yemen

Unification Day

24

South East Asia

Buddha Purnima (Vesak/Waisok)

25

Lebanon

South Liberation Day

Commemorative events; protests possible

25

Jordan

Independence Day

Official rallies likely. Pro-reform protests possible

26

Georgia

Independence Day

27

Colombia

Anniversary of FARC founding

28

Nepal

Republic Day

Commemorative events and protests possible

TBA

Pakistan

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

TBA

Guinea-Bissau

Presidential election

Significant political development

TBA

Somaliland
(Somalia)

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

TBA

Mongolia

Presidential election

Significant political development

TBA

Guinea

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

1

Kenya

Madaraka Day (Independence Day)

Commemorative events amid heightened security

4

China

4

Iraq

4/5

Iran

5

Commemorative events and anti-Israel protests amid heightened
security
Religious events. Increased security and possible closure of
Palestinian territories
Increased threat of attacks against Shiites by Sunni militants
Official rallies likely. Anti-government protests possible; terrorism
threat
Religious holiday in Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Singapore,
Sri Lanka and Indonesia

Commemorative events and military parades, particularly in Tbilisi
and Kutaisi; protests possible
Increased threat of small-scale terrorism and conflict, mainly
affecting rural areas

Anniversary of Tiananmen Square
massacre
Anniversary of the martyrdom of
Musa al-Kadhim
Demise of Imam Khomeini ; Khordad
National Uprising (1963)

Increased threat of attacks against Shiites by Sunni militants

Israel and
surrounding states

Naksa Day

Commemorative events and anti-Israel protests expected amid
heightened security

6

India

Anniversary of storming of Amritsar
Temple by military troops

Heightened security expected in Armritsar; protests possible

9

Lebanon

Parliamentary election (tentative)

Significant political development

Iran

Presidential election

Significant political development

G8 summit in Enniskillen

Heightened security and possible protests

Orange Order’s Tour of the North
parade in Belfast
Presidential and parliamentary
(tentative) elections

Parades and marches in Belfast and elsewhere in Northern
Ireland; violent civil unrest possible

14
17-18
18

Northern Ireland
(UK)
Northern Ireland
(UK)

Heightened security anticipated, particularly in Beijing

Commemorative events amid heightened security

Significant political development

23

Tunisia

23

Albania

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

26

Madagascar

Independence Day

Protests possible (depending on outcome of Presidential election)

26

Somalia

Independence Day

Increased threat of terrorist attacks

TBA

Malaysia

Parliamentary election

Significant political development
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July events

Date

Location

Event

Event description/implication

1

Somalia

Republic Day

Commemorative events amid heightened security

2/3

St Vincent

Carnival

Localised traffic disruptions, heightened petty crime risk

3

Madagascar

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

5

Algeria

Independence Day

Official rallies and pro-reform rallies possible. Elevated threat
of terrorism

8

Hungary

Budapest Pride parade

Counter rallies possible, past marches marred by violence

9

Muslim states
and regions

Start of Ramadan

Disruptions to commercial and public sector activities

9

South Sudan

Independence Day

Commemorative events and increased nationalist sentiment

9-11

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

11

Uganda

Anniversary of the 1995 Srebrenica
Massacre
Anniversary of 2010 al-Shabaab
bombings in Kampala

12

Northern Ireland
(UK)

The ‘Twelfth’ march in Belfast

Parades and marches in Belfast and elsewhere in Northern
Ireland; violent civil unrest possible

14

Iraq

Republic Day

Increased threat of attacks by non-state armed groups

23

Egypt

Republic Day

Commemorative events and possible protests

25

Tunisia

Republic Day

Commemorative events and possible protests

26

Maldives

Independence Day

Commemorative events and possible protests

28

Cambodia

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

29

Iraq

Anniversary of the martyrdom of Imam Ali

Increased threat of attacks against Shiites by Sunni militants

30

Morocco/Western
Sahara

Throne Day

Possible commemorative events. Anti-Morocco protests in
Western Sahara

30

South Sudan

Martyrs’ Day

Commemorative events amid heightened security

Commemorative events expected amid increased terrorism threat

Significant
political development
Event description/implication(s)
Description

Maldives
Location(s)
Location

TBA

Bulgaria

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

6-17

Colombia

Summer Carnival

Localised traffic disruptions, heightened petty crime risk

7

Cote d’Ivoire

Independence Day

Commemorative events and possible anti-government protests

End of Ramadan/Eid ul-Fitr

Travel disruptions as Muslims return home to celebrate

11

August events

Commemorative events in Potocari and Sarajevo

TBA
Date

8

Muslim states
and regions
Northern Ireland
(UK)

PresidentialEvent
election (tentative)

Relief of Derry celebrations and parades

14

Pakistan

Independence Day

15

Bangladesh

National Mourning Day

Marches in Londonderry, Belfast and elsewhere; violent civil
unrest possible
Official commemorative events. Threat of attacks by Islamist
militants
Commemorative events likely

15

India

Independence Day

15

Turkey

Anniversary of first PKK attacks (in Siirt
and Hakkari in 1984)

Official commemorative events. Threat of attacks by Islamist
militants
Increased security amid heightened terrorist threat; conflict
escalation possible in Hakkari

17

Czech Republic

Prague Pride parade

Localised traffic disruptions, heightened petty crime risk

17

Indonesia

Independence Day

Commemorative events; possibility of terrorist attacks

19

Russia

Anniversary of the failed 1991
Coup by communist hardliners

Protests possible in Moscow and other major urban centres

24

Ukraine

Independence Day

Commemorative events and possible anti-government protests

25-26

United Kingdom

Notting Hill carnival in London

Localised traffic disruptions, heightened petty crime risk

27

Moldova

Independence Day

Commemorative events possible

28

India (date may
vary to state)

Hindu festival of Krishna Janmashtami

Religious and commemorative events; localised traffic
disruptions possible

30

Turkey

Victory Day

Commemorative events and heightened security possible

31

Kyrgyzstan

Independence Day

Commemorative events; heightened tensions between ethnic
Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in southern regions
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September events

Date

Location

Event

Event description/implication

1

Bolivia (major
urban centres)

National Day of the Pedestrian and
Cyclist

5

Israel

Rosh Hashanah

One day ban on motorised vehicles in cities countrywide; travel
disruptions expected.
Religious events. Increased security and closures of Palestinian
territories possible

5-6

Russia

G20 Summit in St Petersburg

Heightened security and protests possible

9

India and Nepal

Ganesh Chaturthi

Religious festival; heightened security and possible travel
disruptions

11

Spain

National Day of Catalonia

Protests and demonstrations possible in Barcelona

11

Chile

Anniversary of Pinochet Coup

Anti-Pinochet protests possible

14

Israel

Yom Kippur

Government-led events; closure of Palestinian territories possible

16

Libya

Martyrs’ Day

Commemorative events amid heightened security; protests
possible

18

China

Humiliation Day

Anti-Japan protests possible

19

Thailand

Anniversary of 2006 ousting of
Thaksin Shinawatra

Protests possible

18-20

South Korea

Chuseok

October events

Annual cultural event; countrywide travel disruptions
Religious event. Increased security and possible closure of
Palestinian territories
Heightened security around event venues; increased threat of
petty crime.
Threat of terrorism/civil unrest depending on counter-insurgency
operations in the north

19-25

Israel

Sukkot

21-6

Germany

Oktoberfest

22

Mali

Independence Day

26

Yemen

September Revolution Day

Commemorative events possible, increased terrorism threat

TBA

Rwanda

Parliamentary elections

Significant political development

TBA

Germany

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

TBA

Serbia

Annual Belgrade Pride parade

Counter rallies possible, past marches marred by violence

TBA
Date

Swaziland
Location(s)
Location

Parliamentary
Event election

Significant
political development
Event description/implication(s)
Description

1

Nigeria

Independence Day

Commemorative events to proceed amid increased countrywide
threat of terrorism

1-9

China

National Day/Golden Week

Countrywide commemorative events

7

Afghanistan

Anniversary of US Afghan campaign

Elevated terrorism risk targeted US and Western interests

8

Israel

Simhat Torrah

Commemorative events, heightened security possible

9

Uganda

Independence Day

Threat of anti-government protests

9-13

India and
Bangladesh

Durga Puja

Religious festival; heightened security and possible travel
disruptions

12

Americas

Columbus Day/Dia de la Raza

Commemorative events and localised traffic disruptions possible

12

Western Sahara

National Unity Day

Commemorative events, heightened security possible

13-17

Saudi Arabia

Hajj pilgrimage

Increased security. Heightened demand for transport and
accommodation

14

Ukraine

Anniversary of the founding of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army

Nationalist rallies possible in Kiev and elsewhere in the country

14

India and Nepal

Vijayadashami

14

Yemen

Liberation Day

14

Islam

Eid al-Adha

Religious event. Heightened security and travel disruptions

15-18

Kenya

Mashujaa (Heroes’) day

Commemorative events amid heightened security

20

Libya

20

Guatemala

23

Hungary

Anniversary of 1956 Uprising

Pro- and anti-government protests possible in Budapest;
possibility of nationalist demonstrations

23

Libya

Liberation Day

Commemorative events; anti-government protests possible

TBA

Georgia

Presidential election

Significant political development

TBA

Azerbaijan

Presidential election

Significant political development

Anniversary of Muammar al-Gaddafi’s
death
Revolution Day/Anniversary of
1944 October Revolution
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Religious festival; heightened security and possible travel
disruptions
Official rallies and anti-government protests likely. Increased
threat of terrorism

Pro-al-Gaddafi protests and possible violence
Protests possible
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Date

Location

Event

Event description/implication

1

Algeria

Revolution Day

Increased terrorism threat

Diwali

Religious festival. Increased security and travel disruptions

3-7

4

Iran

Anniversary of 1979 US embassy
takeover in Tehran

Increased terrorist threat against Shiite Muslim interests; Shiite
religious events increase
Commemorative events, heightened security and travel
disruptions

4

Russia

Unity Day

Nationalist rallies in Moscow and other major urban centres

6

Morocco and
Western Sahara

Green March Day

Anti-Morocco rallies in Western Sahara

10

Honduras

Presidential and Legislative elections

Significant political development

11

Israel/ Palestinian
Territories

Anniversary of Arafat’s death

Pro-Palestinian/anti-Israel demonstrations possible

11

Maldives

Republic Day

November events

4

11

Poland

13

Shiite majority
states/regions

Muharram/Islamic New Year

Independence Day
Ashura
Anniversary of the 1973 Athens
Polytechnic uprising
Presidential (1st round) and
Parliamentary elections

17

Greece

17

Chile

18

Morocco and
Western Sahara

Independence Day

22

USA

Thanksgiving

22

Lebanon

Independence Day

23

Ukraine

Freedom Day

28

Albania/Kosovo/
Macedonia

Albanian Independence Day/‘Flag Day’

28
Date

December events

India/Sri Lanka/
Nepal
Shiite majority
states/regions

Mauritania
Location(s)
Location

Independence
Event Day

Commemorative events and protests possible
Nationalist demonstrations and counter-demonstrations possible
in Warsaw and elsewhere
Increased terrorist threat against Shiite Muslim interests; Shiite
religious events increase
Commemorative events and large-scale marches in Athens and
Thessaloniki
Significant political development
Official rallies and pro-reform protests possible. Anti-Morocco
protests possible in Western Sahara
Commemorative events and travel disruptions
Increased security amid threat of politically-motivated
protests and violence
Commemorative events and anti-government protests possible,
particularly in Kiev
Commemorative events. Increased ethnic tensions possible in
Macedonia
anti-government protests
Event Possible
description/implication(s)
Description

30

Yemen

Independence Day

Official rallies. Anti-government protests possible; increased threat
of terrorism

TBA

Tajikistan

Presidential election

Significant political development

1

Kazakhstan

Day of the First President

Commemorative events and anti-government protests possible

1

Romania

Great Union Day

Commemorative events amid heightened security

5

Thailand

King Bhumibol Adulyadej’s Birthday

Commemorative events, especially in Bangkok

6

India

Anniversary of demolition of Ayodhya
Mosque by Hindu militants

Commemorative events amid heightened security

7

Iran

Students’ Day

Anti-government protests possible

12

Kenya

Independence Day

Commemorative events; increased terrorist threat

14

Gaza Strip

Anniversary of Hamas founding

Commemorative events likely in the Gaza Strip

16

Bahrain

National Day

Increased threat of anti-government protest

16

Bangladesh

Victory Day

Commemorative events and heightened security

16

India

Victory Day (Vijay Diwas)

Commemorative events and heightened security

Tunisia

Anniversary of start of 2010 uprising

Anti-government protests possible

Independence Day

Heightened threat of separatist agitation

Arbaeen

Increased terrorist threat against Shiite Muslim interests;
Shiite processions in places

Christmas Eve and Day

Increased threat of terrorist attacks

Christmas period (all denominations)

Increased threat of terrorist attacks targeting Christian interests;
Christian pilgrimages in Israel/West Bank

17
19
23
24-25
24-7

Zanzibar
(Tanzania)
Shiite majority
states/regions
Nigeria,
Indonesia
Middle East and
North Africa

27

Pakistan

Anniversary of Benazir Bhutto’s death

Commemorative events, heightened security

TBA

Turkmenistan

Parliamentary election

Significant political development

TBA

Bangladesh

Parliamentary election

Significant political development
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